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*" 12 E+)*<I%$ 12 CDQ*9
:;<K0"Y2QF'"=> 63 C$%)*G%
*3*9:;<Monosyllabic Myth#4FpJournal of the American 
Oriental Society75qfrr6s71G 3t pp.161-166 7dDenzel 
CarrHI-"<INrF<$ 40 C8/'	41'
*7dThe polysyllabicity of the Modern Chinese JNational LanguageK=>
LpRocznik Orientalistycznys10,1934,pp.51-76MuEJohn 
de FrancisK- Only thirteen oxen were exported yearly "1:
1+,090GG4N67b41'*A/On-ly thir-teen ox-en 
were ex-por-ted year-ly 38"v+%X*	'GN fa-ther,broth-ers 
1-l-b41'**31'*Mu
EpNationalism and Language Reform in China"?I*NwOP
	QRsS,1950 TqULĭ FāngguìK0"xvV%W
38Xyz41'* 
 :With this as his basis, he analyzes the following English words (selected from many 
other examples) thus: fa-ther, broth-er’s (164), ox-en, ex-port-ed (151).;As syllable is 
primarily a phonological term, we may perhaps ask on what phonological basis he 
divides these words in this particular fashion and not in some other way such as ok-sen, 
ex-por-ted.:These words are not ad hoc examples, for de Francis professes a scientific 
study of both English and Chinese.;We may further ask whether the English syllable 
has often the same clear-cut syllabic boundaries which the Chinese syllable generally 
has. De Francis seems to oblivious of the possibility that phonologically the English 
syllable and the Chinese syllable are perhaps not commensurate with each other. 
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  Perhaps such syllables as ok, sen, por, ted, etc. do not mean anything, and therefore he 
prefers another way of analyzing them, using meaning as his criterion. If so, it would 
mean that his syllable is a morphological unit. But on what morphological basis may he 
divide father and brother’s into syllables as he does? Wouldn’t it be far more sensible to 
divide, at least, brother’s as brother-’s, and give up as a bad venture his theory of 
classifying English syllables? It seems clear that he has utterly confused a phonological 
syllable and a morphological unit, and fails to recognize the fact that the English syllable 
is not commensurate with a morphological unit. This is particularly fatal, because he 
constantly compares his analysis of Chinese with his English parallels. 
:<Y[=1{41|{8-# 













 5Jok, sen, por, tedK"67+6941''A/67[[*
GHq%(e^*"N<'8%)0K	8
'	^#FGH#Morphological 
unit5A50'* father, brother's K1'
*38^"(*")N41KIN1'A*YZ









/%)*pInternational Journal of American Linguisticss 17G 4t, p.256 
FGH:At present the data tends to confirm what common-sense observation has 
already suggested to many people, namely, that; Chinese is a polysyllabic language.
:;dm"341kl!$m+M"OC"{8
1'*'8*FGH;$	%)*
nv  p.164A:Whether from scholarly reserch orcommon-sense 








































  There are, it is true, a few auxiliary words, e.g. a genitive particle -ti, so that ‘his 
father’ can be renderd by t’a ti tie. But these auxiliary words do not by any means 
correspond to our regular terminations, for they are not obligatory. In English you 
cannot at pleasure say he father instead of his father; but in Chinese it is perfectly 







1J|K\#" his father >H"©" he father 
10'+.%!#"JKtHa tie 
F15ª+'[,1 \#t67sWcontext
A/y^0*%)*]pPhilology and Ancient China 	fs







S­®1'*Did archaic Chinese really possess inflection, that is to say, a real 
and true inflection by means of changes within the word itself, not merely an analytical 






A«pThe Chinese Language, An Essay on its Nature and History 	¬,








   As we have now been able to give an affirmative answer to our first question, 
Did Chinese originally possess real inflections, like Western languages? ¬
affiemative at least as far as one word class was concerned ¬ by proving that 
typical case inflection in archaic Chinese still persisted in the personal pronouns, 








































































  a )pl-,tl-,kl- TçèZQéê"ëN++
"58AHì@è90381'N 
  b )	çè#íZQîÐZK¦F










T+ -n "X94Nq	"341±xF8F-en  -eng, -in 

























H=01'*=>[% 22	 372 4 %?3, 1300 
4N+)*	q	< 22	îÐZK¦
32Â 16 %2î 6Â 3 ?3, 1800 4N+)*
pCantonese Primer5ÂÆs"\*0"xQpD	s
"|}*	@ % 36	î+ 65Â+ 572î
+ 3Â+ 1 %:¯%?3, 3700!3800 4N+)4NÂ\
Q$¦U	"YQ$#Q¦U	j}QA"F'1
p°±	´&6s 19]GNZQ%)






 :The Mandarin dialect of Peking in one of the poorest, and indeed, does not possess 
more than about 420 different syllables, and, even so, many of these are puzzlingly like 
one another. …. The case is , then, that all the simple words of this higly developed 
language have to be dis-tributed among these 420 syllables. A small dictionary, 
including only the very commonest words of the language, gives about 4,200 simple 
words, which gives an average of ten different words for each syllable. …. Of the 
common 4,200 words there are only two that are pronounced jun, but 69 that have the 
pronunciation i, ….; We have mentioned that out of 4,200 words there are 69 having 
the form i. Now, dividing this number by 4, we shall still have about 17 i’s to each tone, 
a number rather too large to be convenient. The words are not, of course, evenly 
distributed among the four tones; out of the 69 i’s Pekinese has 7 in the first tone, 17 in 










E5FN#+)*"*··JM# 4,200% jun p0
*5.FA'+i 'p5 69E5µH··;M"/
HN " 4,200#% i (12)'p5<I+ 69 E5)*0<
I5Ú"0(I1N%1F
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pSound and Symbol in Chinese 	\sp.(29-)31«3Ç4 Zhāng 





7 yìF *iIk«**ri´k«K.*i9´k«**gi 9´k chìbăng 
yìL *iQk«**riak«K.*i9A_k«**di9A(k! fānyì" yì67 */i«
**/i´ƒ«K.*/i-«**/i9´g"# yìsi'88"	'8
/01'*38
"" i K%)* 38 {^1*
+WT%)* 
 =>"?I*$# (9^#9Hq"W38mdu+)* 
   :$# a;<$#$% lìhàiXF'&' xīqí
='b*$# () xīnlĭ*+ xiàohuà>
'F«xiàohua <)pI*6,- xiāngjiāoSc




$5Tā bìngbùxīnténg tāde qián|
<(?iCG''8\#(6 xīnténgC 
   D    a(78 dìyī7 dì9:Lăo Zhāng
3W9 lăob r zimen; le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< zhe deTc=> hútu4XH'
=?=> húlihútu	'8
N\#"EG0*? li 
   F$ méiguiS) luōsuo9






 Another category of elucidative compounds is formed by the numerous verbs in 
which to the simple original verb is added the object logically inherent in it. While the 
English say I eat, I read, I write, I ride, I walk, I speak, the Chinese say I eat food, I read 
book, I write characters, I ride horse, I walk path, I speak words, and thus gain a higher 
degree of luciduty. 
 58F¯Um$$#elucidative compound#]
#á#"x10YZ¨ªW")*$Jo1_*
DwEO/ I eatI readI writeI rideI walkI speak 	<I
.OJ1DKI eat foodJEKI read bookJFGKI write 
charactersJHIKI ride horseJJKKI walk pathJL+KI speak words
'K"	-L81k67"*%)*pSound and Symbol 












8T yìbă yĭziP)QT băR41UVW liăngzhăn 
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dēng5}FV zhănRSXYZ sānge rén¦OY
geRFb##8[\ yìdŏu mĭ7T[ dŏuX
]^ sānchĭ bù] chĭcU$"##1M'/0*5 
8_Z yìwūzi rén¯V(O_wūzi8` yìzhuōzi cài
de(¹ zhuōzi8ab yídìde zhĭ)NH
Wa dìd_
*"M'*ã#c8d shuì yíjiào
XH*d jiàoe8fwèn yìshēng	Yß*f shēng






>/XYZ sānge rén¦O'8ZQ%XZ sānrén
**s´m n@i9e(n5ZX rén sān**n@i9e(n s´m	4N=>%
eXkwèn sāncì¦tYß*'8ZQ%Xe sānwèn**s´m 
mi9w´n=Nã#¢>¸*"F0C"qo1XN%)*
















713.1 p.207-20889:;<=>?@ pp.271-272ABCDEFGHI+JKAccordingly, 
languages differ more in morphology than in syntax. The variety is so great that no simple scheme will  




few bound forms, from synthetic, which use many.KAt one extreme is a completely analytic language, like 
modern Chinese, where each word is a one-syllable morpheme or a compound word or phrase-word; at the 
other, a highly synthetic language like Eskimo, which unities long strings of bound forms into single words, 
such as [a˘wlisa-ut-iss/ar-si-niarpu-Na] ‘I am looking for something suitable for a fish-line.’ This 
distinction, however, except for cases at the former extreme, is relative; any one language may be in some 
respects more analytic, but in other respects more synthetic, than some other language.LAnother scheme of 
this sort divided languages into four morphologic types, isolating, agglutinative, polysyllabic, and inflecting. 
Isolating languages were those which, like Chinese, used no bound forms; Kin agglutinative languages the 
bound forms were supposed merely to follow one another, Turkish being the stock example; polysynthetic 
languages expressed semantically important elements, such as verbal goals, by means of bound forms, as 
does Eskimo; inflectional languages showed a merging of semantically distinct features either in a   
single bound form or in closely united bound forms, as when the suffix -ō in a Latin form like amō ‘I love’ 
expresses the meanings ‘speaker as actor,’ ‘only one actor,’ ‘action in present time,’ ‘real (not merely 





















































BCDA5D+J…, le Chinois parle au contraire un langage fait pour peindre et non pour classer, un 
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langage fait pour évoquer les sansations les plus particulieres et non pour définir et pour juger, un langage 
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 2965! 696x,' 3661 "E
z{#ÊAE+-$$34¶)6A°'â±.z/0)E+
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12 4000 3I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*$-bjdXÜ;ÞS%p;½¾¿s 9G 12t 1954.12.31 
pp.11(375)-14(378) "ne0Ns;½¾¿ÐfÀÑÒrp;½¾¿\
Óvs 1À 3Ë 1963.10 pp.23-26 "gh0N 
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(3) {Ý|1TA 1928 EA}¶^­Â~YVV'°' Commissioner of 
Education i2¿i Chen Ho-chin Ù$A**({Ý|1T
p.112)+Chen Ho-chin Chén Hèqín+cA'NFU°0
JMonosyllabism of Chinese Reconsideredö
az{5
T«ÇO4V61982.4O





of Education 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i2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Ý|1§*$ab/T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(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(12) ÝÂ¡Â¶F' yi+ 
(13) Þ(Þ(,mÒ12V'Ç[@dêA¹7 
JTands qu’un Français, par exemple, possède, avec sa langue, un merveilleux instrument de discipline 
logique, mais doit peiner et s’ingenier s’il veut traduire un aspect particulier et concret du monde sensible, 
le Chinois parle au contraire un langage fait pour peindre et non pour classer, un langage fait pour évoquer 
les sansations les plus particulieres et non pour définir et pour juger, un langage admirable pour un poète 
ou pour un historien, mais le plus mauvais qui soit pour soutenir une pensée claire et distincte, puisqu’il 
oblige les opérations qui nous semblent les plus nécessaires à l’esprit, à ne se faire jamais que de façon 
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  "#$%&'()*+Sino-Tibetan Family, 




























±xFXīnán Guānhuà ¬Ñ Sìchuān 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	Guìzhōu 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Kèjiāyŭ  Jiāngxī  !"#$Guăngdōng $!%&'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Ùt±­ Yìndùníxīyà  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2±­ Pōlìníxīyà  yÐ²¶°Þ:iMelanesian«
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°FMantaro J. HashimotoZö The BE LANGUAGE: A 
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ÙXC\5h. Bulletin de l’Ecole Française d’Extrême-Orient, 31:1/2, pp.103-199
Le vocabulairee Bêû.
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mó	 *uo«K.*uo hóu	 *´u«K.* 9´u 
¦yú *Nio«K.*Niwo ®wú *Nuo«K.*Nuo 
yú *Niuo«K.*Ni9u óu *N´u«K.*N 9´u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cēncī xìngcài  zuŏyòu căizhī  **tsHi´m tsHia graN tsH´ƒ tsa ƒjw´ƒ tsH´ƒ tji´ƒ 
K.**tßHi9´m tßHiA gHA(N tsH´g tsAÈ gi9u&g tsH´g tÈi9´g 











"~*     
yăotiăo shūnǚ qínsè yŏuzhī   **/eaw deaw dji´wk niaƒ gi´m siet ƒjw´ƒ tji´ƒ 
                         K.**/ioÈg dHiog dÈi9oÈk ni9o  gHi9´m ßi9e(t gi9u(g tÈi9´g 


























Úv§]p:jsG 435,  13Ë, 





Hànhuáng zhòngsè sī qīngguó  *xAn ƒuAN ÍiuoN ßiIk si kHiuQN ku´k 
K.*XAÈn ƒwAÈN Hi9woN ßi9´k si kHi9we&N kw´k 












yùyŭ duōnián qiú bùdé     *Nio jiuo tA niEn gi´u pi´u t´k 
K.*Ni9wo ji9u tAÈ nien gHi9 9´u pi9 9´u t´k 














Yángjiā yŏunǚ chū zhăngchéng *iAN ka ji´u ˜io tßHio ˇiAN d¸iQN 
                          K.*i9AN kA ji9 9´u i9wo tßHi9wo i9AN ¸i9A_N 













yăngzàishēnguì rén wéishí    *iAN dz´i ˛iIm kiuEi iIn miu´i ˛iIk 
                          K.*i9AN dzHAÈi ˛i9´m kiwei ¸i9e(n mjwe9i ˛i9´k 

















    ê^8j}L +1p>23sj@  12Gpp.42-49  
 














































guānguān jūjiū zài hézhīzhōu  **krwan krwan tsHjaƒ kj´w dz´ƒ ga tji´ƒ tj´w 
            K. **kwAn kwAn tsHi9o ki9oÈg dzH´g gHAÈ i9´g i9oÈg 

















yăotiăo shūnǚ jūnzĭ hăoqiú    **/eaw deaw dji´wk niaƒ kjw´n tsji´ƒ x´w gj´w 
                        K.**/ioÈg dHiog dÈi9oÈk ni9o  ki9w´n tsi9´g XoÈg gHi9oÈg 















cēncī xìngcài  zuŏyòu liúzhī  **tsHi´m tsHia graN tsH´ƒ tsa ƒjw´ƒ li´w tji´ƒ 
K.**tßHi9´m tßHiA gHA(N tsH´g tsAÈ gi9u&g li9oÈg i9´g 














yăotiăo shūnǚ wùmèi qiúzhī  **/eaw deaw dji´wk niaƒ Naƒ mjiw´r gj´w tji´ƒ 
                        K.**/ioÈg dHiog dÈi9oÈk ni9o  No mi9´d gHi9oÈg i9´g 
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qiu zhi bude wumei sifu     **gj´w tji´ƒ pjw´ƒ t´k Naƒ mjiw´r sji´ƒ bjw´k 
                        K.**gHi9oÈg i9´g pi9u(g t´k No mi9´d si9´g bHi9u(k 













youzai youzai zhanzhuan fanze  **ri´w ts´ƒ ri´w ts´ƒ tian tiwan pjwan tsi´k 
                        K.**di9oÈg ts´g di9oÈg ts´g ti9An ti9wAn pi9wA(n tßi9´k 















     
 
cēncī xìngcài  zuŏyòu căizhī  **tsHi´m tsHia graN tsH´ƒ tsa ƒjw´ƒ tsH´ƒ tji´ƒ 
K.**tßHi9´m tßHiA gHA(N tsH´g tsAÈ gi9u&g tsH´g i9´g 













*     
yăotiăo shūnǚ qínsè yŏuzhī    **/eaw deaw dji´wk niaƒ gi´m siet ƒjw´ƒ tji´ƒ 
                        K.**/ioÈg dHiog dÈi9oÈk ni9o  gHi9´m ßi9e(t gi9u(g tÈi9´g 













cēncī xìngcài  zuŏyòu căizhī  **tsHi´m tsHia graN tsH´ƒ tsa ƒjw´ƒ maw tji´ƒ 
K.**tßHi9´m tßHiA gHA(N tsH´g tsAÈ gi9u&g mog tÈi9´g 














yăotiăo shūnǚ qínsè yŏuzhī   **/eaw deaw dji´wk niaƒ tjewN kwaƒ lawk tji´ƒ 
                        K.**/ioÈg dHiog dÈi9oÈk ni9o  i9uN ko glA*k i9´g 































                wÂßpj¸Zspp.16-17 
 
%= jiū**kj´w«K.**ki9o^g zhōu**tj´w«K.**i9o^gí liú**li´w«
K.**li9o^g qiú*gHi9 9´u«K.**gHi9o^g> qiú*gHi9 9´u«K.**gHi9o^g+	
W%?HZQR¯P dé**t´k«K.**t´kA fú**bjw´k«K.**bHi9u(k






























































































8As Holger Pedersen1 has expressed it: if merely from the forms of the modern 
Teutonic languages we were to try to reconstruct an Ancient Teutonic parent form for 
the word corresponding to the Latin cornu, i.e. from Eng. Germ. Scand. horn, Du. hoorn 
we should get horn, but certainly not horna, which we now know it to have been, for 
instance through the inscription on the famous golden horn Gallehus, and otherwise. 
:Likewise there may have been in Indo-European various things that none of the 
derived languages reveals, and which we therefore never reach by our reconstructon. ;
e#d@;e¡uHolger Pedersen+/H1)*¡5
BC+Ä>ðdu¶^A/u cornu *i-ÌDX
E7un"<i hornu) hoorn "V*Q>ðdu






)*;pPhilology and Ancient China 	fsp.86«L p.89«¤¥
¦§Lp.	f¬Ysp.220p¼c±q1.H.Pedersen,Sprogvidenskaben i det 
nittonde aarhundrede 19 ÇÈ	f,1924,p.247.(11)And no matter how 
zealously and thoroughly one might study the Romance languages, comparing French, 
Portuguese, Spanish, Rhaeto-Romanic, Italian, and Rumanian, one would never be able 
to reconstruct more than the roughest outline of Vulgar Latin from which they all 
developed. :This reconstruction would deviate considerably from the Vulgar Latin, 
which we fortunately know from written sources. In the same way I clearly knew that 
even some scores of widely divergent Chinese dialects could only lead me to a very 
rough reconstruction of an earlier stage―unless I could draw upon materials of other 
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 x2  y{  zR 
     |   » 
y   tan   t’an   t’an 
	   tan   t’an   t’an 
	   tang   t’ang   tang 




1Í  y1Õ  z1
  }   ~   { 
y   tsan   ts’an   ts’an 
	   tsan   ts’an   ts’an 
	   chang   ch’ang   chang 






2  y2  z2;
  â   y    
y   pan   p’an   p’an 
	   pun   p’un   p’un 
	   puang   p’uang   puang 
Z   pe   p’e   be 
°n¶ÇdêAÓAÉ t’, ts’, p’ ’  aspiration¶ 
 
Zq	A/ x,x1,x2 +t,ts	 ch,p 38"41?H'R
05»»Á%)*« y,y1,y2 qt’,ts’	 ch',p’ 38
"41?H'R05»µÁ%)*+10*A¦.
 z,z1,z2 *GG$¾%yBĕijīng	Guăngzhōu%»µÁ
41'1. y,y1,y2 :l%)*"	 Fúzhōu%
 t,ch,p »»Á"41'1. x,x1,x2 :lANi
%)*0+Z Shànghăi % d,dz,b µ41'*3
8o½A/BC¦F9f'"F'1x,x1,x2 C»»Á 










                  ¿        
    
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    
    
    
    






  	        kO   hO     tO     lO  
  Z        ku  u     tu     lu 
  q¬        k´   k´     t´     l´  
 y        k´   h´     to     lo 
 Ï        k¨  h¨     to     lo 
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    
    
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 àò      ka  ha    ta     na 
 Õ]      ka  ka    ta     ra 

















  y   	 Õ]  Q  ZQ 
  lai   loi   rai   lâi  l´g 
j  li   lei   ri   li  li8´g 
­   chi   kei   ki   li  ki8´g 
   ´r   i  ni/zi   n!zi  ni8´g 
ß   chiu   kan   kiu   ki8´u  ki8w *´g 
µ   iu   iau   iu:   ji8´u  Vi8w *´g 
P   t´    tA*k   tok    t´k  t´k 
  hsi   sik   soku*    si8´k  si8´k 




























cZQ^ ƒi9w &´g  ƒi9w &´k %)4N05"ôKfR
³$"!Q1Ä'5%)4N'8+(A*GNðú"5 
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 ex.JÇ**kram   K.**klAm  D.kam 
J«Ç**lam    K.**glAÈm  D.laÈm 
J¬Ç**pliwan K.**pli9An  D.pi9wan 
J­Ç**lwan   K.**blwAÈn D.lwaÈn 
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tiānshēng lìzhì nán zì qì      *tin a lii t	i
t nn dzi
i ki
i   














yìzhāo xuăn zài jūnwángzè    *i
t iæu siuæn dzi kiun jiu tiek 















huímóu yíxiào băiméi shēng   *ui miu i
t siæu puak miei a 



















liùgōng fěndài wú yánsè      *liuk kiu piun d miuo an ik 




















chūn hán cì yù Huáqīngchí    *tiun n si iuok ua ts	iæ 
i 
























wēnquán shuĭ huá xĭ níngzhī   *un dziuæn iui sii ut ie tii 
















shìér fú qĭ jiāo wú lì         *di i biuo k	i kiæu miuo liek 














shĭ shì xīn chéng ēnzé shí     *i di sin di n 
ak di 













yúnbīn huáyán jīnbùyáo        *jiun pin xua an kiem buo iæu 



















fúróng-zhàng nuăn dù chūnxiāo  *biuo iuo i nun duo t	iun siæu 
















chūnxiāo kǔ duăn rì gāo qĭ    *t	iun siæu k	uo tun it ku k	i 
















cóng cĭ jūnwáng bù zăo cháo  *dziuo t	i kiun jiu piu tsu 
iæu 











chéng huān dài yàn wú xiánxiá  *di xun di in miuo æn a 


















chūn cóng chūnyóu yè zhuān yè  *t	iun dziuo t	iun iu ia tiuæn ia 
















hòugōng jiālì sānqiānrén       *u kiu kæi lii sm ts	in in 




















sānqiān chóng’ài zài yìshēn     *sm ts	in 	iuo i dzi it in 
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jīnwū zhuāng chéng jiāo shì yè  *kiem uk ti diæ kiæu di ia 





















yùlóu yàn bà zuì hé chūn       *iuok lu in bæi tsiui u t	iun 




















zĭmèi dìxiōng jiē liè tǔ         *tsii mu dii xiua ki liæt t	uo 














kělián guāngcăi shēng ménhù    *k	 lin ku ts	i a mun uo 












suì lìng tiānxià fùmǔ-xīn        *ziui liæ t	in a biuo mu sim 














búzhòng shēng nán zhòng shēng nǚ   *piu 
iuo a nm 
iuo a io 














lígōng gāochù rù qīngyún     *li kiu ku t	io ip ts	i jiun 























xiānyuè fēng piāo chùchù wén   *siæn ak p	iæu piu t	io t	io miun 

















huăngē mànwǔ níng sīzhú       *un k muan miuo ie si iuk 

















jìnrì jūnwáng kàn bùzú       *dzin it kiun jiu k	n piu tsiuok 













Yúyáng pígǔ dòng dì lái        *io i bii kuo du 
i li 




















jīngpò níshángyǔyī-qǔ          *kia p	u ii di jiuo ii k	iuok 
























jiǔchóng chéngguān yānchén shēng  *kiu 
iuo diæ k	iut in 
in a 
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qiānchéng wànqí xīnán xíng    *ts	in i miun ie sii nm a 



















cuìhuá yáoyáo xíng fù zhĭ     *ts	iui ua iæu iæu a biuk ti 
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xī chū dūmén băiyúlĭ          *sii t	iut tuo mun puak io li 

















liujun bufa wunaihe           *liuk kiun piu piut miuo ni  













wănzhuăn éméi măqián sĭ      *iun iun  miei mua dzin sii 


















huādiàn wěi dì wú rén shōu    *xua din iue 
i miuo in iu 















cuìqiáo jīnquè yùsāotóu        *ts	iui iæu kiem tsik iuok su du 


























jūnwáng yăn miàn jiù bùdé    *kiun jiu am miuæn kiu piu tk 
















huí kàn xuèlèi xiānghé liú     *ui k	n xiut liui si u liu 

















huáng’āi sănmàn fēng xiāosuŏ  *u i sn mun piu siu sk 


















yúnzhàn yíngyū dēng jiàngé    *jiun dan iuæ iuo t kim kk 






















Éméi shānxià shăo rén xíng    * miei æn a iæu in a 


















jīngqí wú guāng rìsè báo      *tsiæ i miuo ku it ik buk 

















Shǔjiāng shuĭ bì Shǔshān qīng  *diuok ko iui piæk diuok æn ts	i 


















shèngzhǔ zhāozhāo mùmù qīng  *iæ tiuo iæu iæu muo muo dziæ 
















xínggōng jiàn yuè shāngxīnsè  *a kiu kin iut i sim ik 


















yèyǔ wán líng chángduànshēng  *ia jiuo miun li 
i dun iæ 


















tiān xuàn dì zhuàn huí lóngyù  *t	in ziuæn 
i iuæn ui liuo io 
















dào cĭ chóuchú bùnéng qù    *tu ts	i 
iu 
io piu n k	io 














Măwéipōxià nítǔzhōng        *mua u p	u a nii t	uo iu 
























bújiàn yùyán kōngsĭ-chù      *piu kin iuok an k	u sii t	io 















jūnchén xiānggù jìn zhān yī   *kiun in si kuo dzin iæm ii 











dōng wàng dūmén xìn mă guī   *tu miu tuo mun sin mua kiui 



















guīlái chíyuàn jiē yī jiù       *kiui l 
i iun ki i iu 














Tàiyè fúróng Wèiyāng liǔ     *t	i iæk biuo iuo miu i liu 
















fúróng rú miàn liǔ rú méi     *biuo iuo io miuæn liu io miei 












duì cĭ rúhé bú lèichuí        *tui ts	i io  piu liui diu 










chūnfēng táolĭ huā kāi yè     *t	iun piu du li xua k	 ia 
ÇÐðâ

















qiūyǔ wútóng yè luò shí      *ts	iu jiuo uo du iæp lk di 
















xīgōng nánnèi duō qiūcăo     *sii kiu nm nu t ts	iu ts	u 














gōngyè mănjiē hóng bùsăo    *kiu iæp mun ki u piu su 














Líyuán dìzĭ báifà xīn         *lii jiun dii tsi buak piut sin 

















shūfáng ājiān qīng’é lăo      *tsiæu biu  kam ts	i  lu 
















xī diàn yíng fēi sī qiăorán    *ziæk diun iu piui si ts	iæu iæn 
















gūdēng tiăojìn wèi chéng mián  *kuo t diu dzin miui diæ min 


















chíchí zhōnggǔ chū chángyè   *
ii 
ii tiuo kuo t	io 
i ia 
















gěnggěng xīnghé yù shǔ tiān   *kæ kæ si  iuok dio t	in 














yuānyāng-wă lěng shuānghuá zhòng  *iun i ua lien i u 
iuo 

















fěicuì-qīn hán shuí yǔ gòng    *biui ts	iui k	iem n diui io iuo 














yōuyōu shēngsĭ bié jīng nián    *iu iu a sii biuat ki nin 
















húnpò bùcéng lái rù mèng     *un p	uak piu dz li ip miu 













Línqióng dàoshì Hóngdū kè    *lim iuo du di u tuo k	ak 





























néng yĭ jīngchéng zhì húnpò   *n i tsiæ diæ ii un p	uak 











wèi găn jūnwáng zhănzhuăn sī  *jiue km kiun jiu iæn iuæn si 













suì jiào fāngshì yīnqín mì      *ziui kau bi d in ien mik 












pái kōng yù qì bēn rú diàn    *bui k	u io k	ii pun io din 


















shēng tiān rù dì qiú zhī biàn   *i t	in ip 
i iu ti piun 

















shàng qióng bìluò xià huángquán  *di iu piæk lk a u dziuæn 




















liăngchù máng máng jiē bújiàn   *li t	io mu mu ki piu kin 











hū wén hăishàng yŏu xiānshān  *xut miun xi di jiu siæn æn 












shān zài xūwu-piāomiăo-jiān    *æn dzi xio miuo p	iæu miæu kæn 












lóugé línglóng wǔyún qĭ       *lu kk li lu uo jiun k	i 















qízhōng chuòyuē duō xiānzĭ    *i iu t	ik ik t siæn tsi 














zhōng yŏu yīrén zì Tàizhēn    *iu jiu it in dzi t	i t	in 
















xuěfū huámào cēncī shì       *siuæt piuo ua mau t	im t	ie di 

















jīnquē xīxiāng kòu yùjiōng     *kiem k	iut sii si k	u iuok kiu 

















zhuăn jiào xiăoyù bào shuāngchéng   *siæu kau siæu pu o diæ 






















wéndào hànjiā tiānzĭ shĭ       *miun du xn ka t	in tsi i 














jiǔhuázhàng-lĭ mènghún jīng    *kiu ua i li miu un kia 


























jiăo yī tuī zhěn qĭ páihuái     *kau i t	ui tim k	i bui ui 




















zhūbó yínpíng lĭyĭ kāi         *tiuo bk ien bi li i k	i 





















yúnbīn bàn piān xīn shuì jué   *jiun pin pun p	iuæn sin diu kau 














huāguān bùzhěng xià táng lái   *xua kun piu tiæ a d li 

















fēng chuī xiānmèi piāopiāo jǔ  *piu t	iu siæn miuæi p	iæu iæu kio 
















yóu sì níshángyǔyī-wǔ        *iu zi ii di jiuo it miuo 


















yùróng jìmò lèi lángān        *iuok iuo dzik mk liui ln kn 
















líhuā yīzhī chūn dài yǔ       *lii xua it ti t	iun ti jiuo 




















hán qíng níng dì xiè jūnwáng *m dziæ ie dii zia kiun jiu 


















yìbié yīnróng liăng miăománg   *it biuat iem iuo li miæu mu 












Zhāoyángdiàn-lĭ ēn’ài jué     *tiæu i diun li  n i dziuæt 




















Péngláigōng-zhōng rìyuè cháng  *bu l kiu iu it iut 
i 



















huí tóu xià wàng rénhuán-chù  *ui du a miu in uan t	io 


















bújiàn Cháng’ān jiàn chénwù   *piu kin 
i n kin 
in miuo 














wéi jiāng jiùwù biăo shēnqíng  *iui tsi iu miut piau im dziæ 










tiánhé jīnchāi jìjiāngqù         *din p kiem t	æi kie tsi k	io 


















chāi liú yìgǔ hé yīshàn        *t	æi liu it kuo p it iæn 
















chāi bāi huángjīn hé fēn tián   *t	æi pæk u kiem p piun din 














dàn jiào xīn sì jīntián jiān     *dn kau sim zi kiem din kin 










tiānshàng rénjiān huì xiāngjiàn  *t	in di in kæn ui si kin 










lín bié yīnqín chóngjì cí       *lim biuat in in 
iuo kie zi 

















cízhōng yŏu shì liăngxīn zhī   *zi iu jiu diæi li sim i 














qīyuè qīrì Chángshēngdiàn     *ts	it iut ts	it it 
i a diun 
















yèbàn wú rén sīyǔ shí        *ia pun miuo in sii io di 
ì×ÏÈl




















zài tiān yuànzuò bĭyì-niăo     *dzi t	in iun tsk pii ik tiu 






















zài dì yuánwéi liánlĭ-zhī      *dz 
i iun jiue liæn li ti 




















tiāncháng dìjiǔ yŏu shí jìn    *t	in 
i 
i kiu jiu di dzin 














cĭhèn miámmián wú jué qī    *ts	i n miuæn miuæn miuo dziuæt i 






































(11) Holger Pedersen Sprogvidenskaben i det nittonde aarhundrede: metoder og resultater, Copenhagen, 
Gyldendalske Boghandel, 1924 cHò@Z Linguistic science in the nineteenth century: methods and 
results autholized translation from the Danish by John Webster Spargo Cambridge, Harvard University   
Press, 1931 360p.The Discovery of Language, Linguistic Science in the Nine-teenth Century Indiana 
University Press 1962 bôA[H)ë)pmÛ¢Â¬í.|Â
@ 
Språkvetenskapen under nittonde århundradet: metoder och resultat ; bemyndigad översattning från 
danskan av Hans Reutercrona, Stockholm, P.A.Norstedt & Soner, 1924, 309p. *cH<@Ò
Û¡Â|1vYV6¯,øZ$+ *@4|-Â75














VðÇ,4ÓVYVL&L6No.2 1957.12, pp.37-51 
 J|-Â5
Vð 2Ç,4ÓVYVL&L6No.3 1958.12, pp.41-54 
 J|-Â5
Vð 3Ç,4ÓVT$ h¸ 6Ûh 51, 1958.11, pp.33-46 
 J|-Â5
Vð 4Ç,4ÓVT$ h¸ 6Ûh 53, 1959.6, pp.35-53 
 J|-Â5
Vð 5Ç,4ÓVT$ h¸ 6Ûh 55, 1959.11, pp.17-29 
J|-Â5





  We have altogether too many examples how far the results we get from the comparison of a number of 
related languages can be from the actual common original of the languages, to reply otherwise. The 
comparison of all the living forms of the Germanic word for horn (German Horn, Dutch hoorn,  English 
horn, Danish horn ) can lead us only to the basic form *horn, never to the Golden Horn’s horna.
1















 hoorn,  ò
 horn, |Âµ.R
 hornn)ï®^CZV*horn '$n*Um
$$Jõ"Ç horna1 AE)E+      *@ p.262 
――――――――――― 
1 228-9 .äXY+ 
 
 The most remarkable of the Scandinavian inscriptions upon movable articles is that on the Golden Horn 
found in 1734 at Gallehus, near Møgeltønder, Jutland, only a few steps away from the place where a 
peasant girl had found a similar horn without an inscription in 1639. In 1802 both horns were stolen from 
the Royal Museum in Copenhagen and melted, so that now we have only the old copies and descriptions to 






















(14) t¶E¾/0745 Yú Hăiān4ö1<(66, 1936.5, b7, @ÒZ, 
80+5+2+5+¶ 1b<Z8'b 1970.1A9Ò:jÒA;<ª Bào Zhěngqún
=\ ýÈK6¯µ 1989.5 591p.D>?\]¯6!@Luó Chángpéi,AZhōu 
Zǔmó4ö1£ýs<(,B~6àh, V6¯µ, 1958.11, 322p.Z)pC¬
6EnN+!3DÒ,A3hÈ'¬ª4ö1£ýs<(,>B~6Æ)3
DÒmY#b¢CU[]]V'1996.1A6¯^1300p.+EþDīng Bāngxīn
41£z(Chinese Phonology of the Wei-Chin Period: Reconstruction of the Finals as Reflected in 
Poetry6òÀïð
5úøø>¸[ 1975.6 296p.TAËÕ Wáng Lì
Jýs<íÈ((«Ç4V611-3, 1936.7ÒA4ö











V6140, 1964, pp.20-33 DbJ*+ 










V¡Â2V»6, 8WÜ, 1994.7, 
481p.ú¶TXY+ 
(17) NOPZhào Yĭntáng4z(6,hijbk, 1936.2, 298p.ÒAT 2¨$±
¯ 1956.2, 339p. ùt¶+4z(6s9zt¶>M'*'t
fg*+ 
(18) =ýt.4FQAR6, Sþb, 1971.9, 233T7p.+1map+3plates¢Â¬ R
p]VpU, 1994.11mì¯!@VýWCài Měibiāo4-óY§¾tö
>
MÙ¬6, V6¯µ, 1959.11, 127p.u8âLóngguŏfūDragunovaX|Táng Yú@4-
óY§'ö
6, V6¯µ, 1959.11, 46p.ò+The hPhags-pa Script and Ancient 
Mandarin, ИЗВЕСТИЯ АКАДЕМИИ НАУК СССР , 1930, pp.627-707ÒszÜb 1941 
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Dŏng Tónghé	
	 , 
 !"#$, 1954.2, 190+4p. %&'()*+,-./'0
'1' 
Dŏng Tónghé23-4, 56, 78, 19449:;<=>
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]^_`abDuàn Yùcáiz{|s, 2}3~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K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 82q, A, 1994.7, 392p. 
Huáng Kănc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Fq, 1936;<
hx, 2}D, 1964; 2}3~, 1980.4, 488p.
pp.93-137)( 
Huáng Kănc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Fq, 1936;<
hx, 2}D, 1964; 2}3~, 1980.4, 488p.
pp.138-173)( 
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 110q, A, 1997.9, 304p. 
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}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Karlgren,Bernhardª«¬­®¯;°Étede sur la phonologie chinoise








Gotebourg, Vol.1, pp.1-316, 1915;Vol,2, pp.317-468, 1916; Vol.3, pp.469-700, 












Karlgren,Bernhardª«¬­® ;¯°The Chinese Language, An Essay on its 
Nature and History.	SC
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)å'0―, The Ronald 
Press Co., New York, 1949, 122p.;	
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xh, , 1937, 365p. 
)y pp.137-306 
Karlgren,Bernhardª«¬­®¯;°Compendium in Ancient Chinese and 
Archaic Chinese, Bulletin of the Museum of History and Antiquities¸








*+Ø	x,, , 1972, 255p.=-.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>, 1985.8, 292+1p. O'áS*ÉtedeÑ*1?=RSCompendium
S½sÑâ\Q@ABCÎ)*;	
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Martin, Samuel E.\«]¯cThe phonemes of Ancient Chinese3
S^n
-- Supplement to the Journal of American Oriental Society_`ÓªÅx$
Fv© 16 a73:2,1953,46p.bLanguage31-3, 1955,pp.470-477 )
S.Egerod ScâZ 
defgh  12q, Ei, 1964.7 364p. 
jk°Zhōu Făgāoclm?@n,BC
?@DEF 13, 1948, 
pp.49-117;jk°	
CxhE, n, 1968.12 )yQ pp.1-69 
jk°Zhōu FăgāocoæpLqôñrsoæpStôuTS
svn,BC
?@DEF 13, 1948, pp.119-152;jk°	









?@DEF 19, 1948.10, pp.206-233;
jk°	
CxhE, n, 1968.12 )yQ pp.125-150    M
&}~ 
jk°Zhōu Făgāocon,BC
?@DEF 20 , 1948, 
pp.359-444;jk°	






 23, 1952, pp.385-407;jk°	






?@DEF 25, 1954, pp.1-19;jk°	
CxhE, n
































 Ä¬«ÅÆÇ«¬ÈL.BloomfieldÀ¾¿ÀZhào Yuánrèn Z[Sz)ÉÕ±=

)*morphology¥¦h.â\Q¾¿ÀZ[*	
ÊËMandarin   
PrimerÌÑSàá)Cí0ÖìÕ\cSyntax is the study of construc- 
tions in terms of syantactic words. Morphology is the study of syntactic words in









































































































yŏu jì yŏu táng      **ƒjw´ƒ ki´ƒ ƒjw´ƒ daN 











yŏu qĭ yŏu táng     **ƒjw´ƒ kHi´ƒ ƒjw´ƒ daN 


















zhōng fēng qiĕ bào     **tj´wN pjw´m tsHjiaƒ baw 












zhōng zhì qiè kuáng    **tj´wN dier tsHjiaƒ gjwaN 





































The Philosophy of GrammarkSùx, Systematic Grammar New Sys- 
































































































































nji´ƒ glaƒ;K.**gHi9An i9´g gHon=cñòõ yĕhū(yú)zāi**rjiaƒ glaƒ (riaƒ) 
















kew;K.**iA9k kunOÐ0X-&=cwéiwù**riw´r mjw´t;K.**di9w´r 
mi9w´tnWGHX-ÎS)è'ìÕ\;âÒ*cfúwéin**bjw´ƒ 
riw´r;K.**bHi9wo di9w´rX<)\cDshìyĭn**djieƒ ƒi´ƒ;K.**i9e(g zi9´g=
cgù**kaƒ;K.**konO°iW\;6Ò*cLzhī**tji´ƒ;K.**i9´gn



























kHjak;K.*bHuA(t kHi9Ak;**bHwA(t kHi9Akn/1bádiào/)\=c23 nièpò
*NiEt pHuA;**Neat pHwa;K.*Niet pHuA^-;**NiAt pHwA^n43yăopò2®
5?=cw6zàizhuochēzhōng*dz´i ÍiAk t˛Hia ˇiuN;**dz´ƒ diak /tjiaƒ 





**dzi´w sriat;K.*dΩ`Hi9 9´u ß`A(t;**dΩHi9o^g sA(tnª;<8 chóusĭle=&?0H
Gì1'=c>:xiàoshā*siQu ßQt;**sjiaw sriat;K.*si9A_u- s`A(t;**si9og sA(tn
ª><8xiàosĭle>&?0HGì1'Q§é?S¬ËS?.â\Q
l±=c@,dōubù*tuo pi´u;**taƒ pjw´r;K. *tuo pi9´u-;**to pi9u(gn=
c@Ndōuwú*tuo miuo;**taƒ mjwaƒ;K.*tuo mi9u;**to mi9wonQc@dōu
*tuo;**taƒ;K.*tuo;**ton*'mÕWczŏngÖ&1&0nSüý;c8
,liăobù*liEu pi´u;**leaw pjw´r;K.*?(lieu˘) pi9´u-;**?(liog) pi9u(gn=c8







cI  jiàn`ÒOnSüýÑè'ìÕ\QGHceJjìyĭ*ki´i i;**kj´r ri´ƒ;
K.*kje9i- i˘;**ki9´d zi9´gÎÑ)n=cKgùfù*kuo biuk(bi´u);**kaƒ  
bj´wk(bj´w);K.*kuo- bHi9uk(bHi9 9´u-);**ko* bHi9o^k(bHi9o^g):äìGHn(7)=cL































































   dăqĭ huángyīng’ér    *taN kHi ƒuAN /QN iI 












[mò jiào zhīshàng tí *muAk kau t˛iI d¸iAN diEi] 












)1í0)0ÖZ=RÕu©ScÒzĭ *tsi;K.*tsi˘ 9zin=c#ér *iI; K.*¸ie( 
9(e)rn=	Õu©Sc8liăo *liEu;K.*lieu˘ 9len=c¤zhuo *ÍiAk;K. *Hi9Ak
9zhen;?Õu©ScÙdi *ÍiI;K.*dHi-9denl±cËÙtède *d´k ÍiI;
*dH´k dHi-Ë)n=¥òôuRDï@SÕu©c¥di *tiEi;K.*tiei˘
9degSnn=tjScnĭ ?*˜i;K.? *ni˘nªc¦nne=c[shēng *ßaN
K.*ß`ÅNn=Sc§nĭ *˜i;K.*ni˘â1H=¨n=c*tā  *tHA;K.*tHA^"=
"$n=c©zhè *t˛ia;K.? *t˛i9A˘RSn=cMN shénme *d¸iIp muA;K.*¸i9´p 
muA^˘1)n'*cshìwù *d¸iI miu´t;K.*¸ie9˘ mi9u´tnO-|iÕ\R
OWâ\;?ScÃxĭng *siQN;K.*si9A_N˘nªcªcéngn=l±=f«(
Bái JūyìS c¬­®nSN~ 
xĭng xiàng Tiānzhúsìqián shíshàng xiàn. 
*siQN xiAN tHiEn iuk zi d¸iQk d¸iAN ƒiEn 










































































Rú yŏu fù wŏ zhĕ,     **njaƒ ƒjw´ƒ bj´wk(bj´w) Na tjiaƒ 





zé wú bì zài Wènshàng yĭ   **ts´k Naƒ piet dz´ƒ mjw´n djaN ƒi´ƒ 



































Wú shuí qī? Qī tiān hū?  **Naƒ /djiw´r kHi´ƒ ? kHi´ƒ tHen glaƒ ? 
cþæâçâhòç    þÕæÕXäâäjQhXâäjäQ 
9H&*:ÕX:GÎS:QhX:GÎSäQn 
h
, qOcÒèn, ÊI½, pp.121-122= 
coéëçshuĭ xī zì zhì;**stHjiw´r geƒ dzjier tjier*RäìrÕ0?\S
änQ
Ñ*2)Ü?RO*&1'Q=cÓâæçWŏ qī shuí?n=coÚ







Zĭ wèi yú Kuāng      **tsji´ƒ /jw´r /jaƒ kHjwaN 















2)Ü?Ql±=c:XDôshārén yĭdāoôÑXX:În*cDô:X yĭdāo 
shārénnOC'õl\ROWÑ)\.=cóèô:X ná (yòng) dāo  shārén
ôÑXX:În*c:XóônO*C'õlìÕ1'8Q 
zì yuănfāng lái            **dzjier ƒjwan pjwaN l´ƒ 
cÅ                  ÅàZH\=)Q 
'DäìWHmÐ0\=)Qn 
h
, qNcxNn, ÊI½, p.1 
*cÅ láizì yuănfāngnOWCl\.=cÚ³âyÙÅcóng(dă)  
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jiàngrén zhuó ér xiăo zhī        **dzjaN njien trewk nji´ƒ sjiaw tji´ƒ 














dēng Tàishān ér xiăo tiānxià     **t´N tHar srian nji´ƒ sjiaw tHen graƒ 











±=cLxiăozhī **sjiaw tji´ƒ;K.**si9og  i9´ gnScxiăo **sjiaw;**si9og
i?Î\n*
Scnòngxiăoi?Î\n)z&';) 
  jié jĭ yĭ jìn        **keat ki´ƒ ƒi´ƒ tsjien 





, q}c%n, ÊI½, p.101 
Scjié **keat;K.**kiAt?Î\n*cnòng gānjing^)Î\n)
z&?=c	





















¤ Wŏ fāngcái zĕnme shuō láizheÖ=ií)áCíHíçnQ3)*R
ÕìSèk*1?=?XÒè'\ROÑ-&HQl±=cÅÕ fāngshí 







líniú zhī zĭ xīng qiĕ jiăo  **lier Njiw´r tji´ƒ tsji´ƒ sjieN tsHjiaƒ krewk 















gū bù gū                **kwaƒ pjw´ƒ kwaƒ 











zhōng tiānxià ér lì          **ti´wN tHen graƒ nji´ƒ li´p 




AÒ, qMgcÌ2n, ½5, p.341-343 
Sczhōng **ti´wN;K.**ti9o^ng>)ÜÎ\nÀ 
nándōng qí mŭ                **n´m tewN gi´ƒ m´ƒ 








 o,cÁILÁön, 7½, pp.411-412n(13) 









Sy1¥¶l±=c !"# lángtūnhŭyàn **laN tH´n xaƒ /ean;K.**lA^N 












Chángqū Jiénì ŏu ér gēng  **diaN tsHjaƒ giat njawk New nji´ƒ kreN 











 Kŏngzĭ guò zhī      **kHewN tsji´ƒ kwa tji´ƒ 







































Cĭ wŏzhīshūyĕ;**tsHjieƒ Na tji´ƒ stHjaƒ riaƒnO'áC'Å&äÑ)1'Q 
§3















(jiāng xíng, kū ér guò shì yuē  **tsjaN gaN, kHewk nji´ƒ kwa dji´ƒ ƒiwat) 














tiān hū !                   **tHen glaƒ 
hò2                       häQ 
'à'à1X.ÕàáO&H£)=Ñ3)1.ì0XZ=
hà2)Qn 
ÉÊàé%,cM)Øn, 4½, p.554-555(14) 


































           Ñê     Dào Nánjīng qù 
      






      

DË kHi21-53 lam35-11kiN55  
      ÷
lB hOy33 nam21kiN55  






           Ñê     Duōmăi jĭbĕn shū 
      






      

DË bue53-55to55-11 kui53-55pun53-55 tsHe/11© 
      ÷
lB mai23tç55 kei35pun35 Sy55  
           CX
rEmai31tç44 ki31pun31 su44 
ÅkX-Î/^XR)Ü?ä 
 êIAJB8GW1?JB)A¤:Kuài dào Hángzhōu leÑê 
 






           Ñê     Māo bĭ gŏu xiăo  
      
>B  mQ13 pi52-53 kY52 siQ52  
÷
LïM     mau55  Såi33kuç33 kåu35 lB    
 CX
LãMï     miau53 pi31 kEu31 kuç53sE53 rE 
O	Õu©SÜ 
 êPQéRÖÊX&RHGS\RO.Ñ)H 
            Ñê    Zhèngdedào xŭduō qián 
 
Pf¤T!UV  êSkO¼ 
       
>B  ts´n44t´/55-44tsÅ/55-21 t˛iQ44ku44-21 doN13-22diI13-44 
 CX






           Ñê      Gĕi nĭ qián 

                  2   
       
>B  p´/55 n31 doN13-22diI13-44 
 ÷
\R              ÁÕy
.[Õy
S< 
       ÷
lB pei33-35 tSHin21 nei23  
CX
R    2   
           CX
rEpun44 tsHiEn11 n11 
qSèkX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            ]  ^ ts52-0 
            §]@ k´/55-0 
 »¼c*8"*ßí0&GíHnª>Bc_õn 
           Ñê     Tā qù le   
      




           Ñê     Dĕng tā qùle zài shuō  
      
>B  t´n /li44 t˛Hi412-44ts52-21 ts412-52s´/55-34  
 »¼cÓ#:*8               ª>BcÓ#:_@nI saw him. 
       Wŏ Kànjiàn tā le               N´u31-44 kHO412-44t˛iI412-21 /li44 k´/55-21 
     Ö*")`íHn       cÓ#:_õnI have seen him. 
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 langue '*+Ç b7±jZ, t5 p.10 EX±jZ'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Júu
cO8?IJ\l+ÇdÍJÕ9't8ÇÅm'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 2 This division is found already in my Studier over engelske kasus, Copenhagen, 1981, p.69,  
repeated in Progress in Language, 1894, p.141 (now Chapters on Engl.,p.4), probably under the   
influence of v. d. Gabelentz, in whose Chinesische Grammatik there is a similar dividion; in Chinese, 
however, with its total lack of flexion, everything is so different from our European languages, rules for 
word-order and for the employment of ‘empty’ words forming the whole of grammar, that his system cannot 
be transferred without change to our languages. 
    l4ò
6Studier over engelske kasus, Copenhagen, 1981, 69.äA
6XU45
AXqçã6Progress in Language, 1894, 141.äOÉÊ' Chapters on 
English, 4.äApU^o4	
c6Chinesische Grammatik
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(5) Prémare,Joseph Henri. Notitia linguae Sinicae, Malacae, 1831, 262+28p. bA,äµÂ
Bridgeman,J.G.ACò@*Canton.1847+Orbis 9, 1960, pp.165-167 A
	Yang,Paul 
Fu-mien S.J.*U+Julien,Aignan Stanislas. ôa: Chén HóngshùnJ;Ö5°
Ç?aäÂ5°ÇaÇ4,zV6à23ù, 1938 ÒAc4öVT6, 
b7, 1965.52d.ed., 1972.12, pp.134-140 AJ¨h7öVñ°FÇh$¶A
CSyntaxe nouvelle de la langue chinoise. Fondée sur la position des mots,  suivie de deux traités sur 
les particules et les principaux termes de grammaire, d’une table des idiotismes, de fables, de légendes et 
d’apologues traduits mot à mot.öÙý, Paris., 1869-70, 2v., Tom.1:x+422p., Tom2:v+438p. Ù$
CD'*+-$bëm9UAú^XU[bACn@
)$+aAicde+äÂaAAExercices partiques d'analyse, de syntaxe et 
de lexigraphie chinoise. Ouvrage où les sinologues trouveront la confirmation des principes fondamentaux, et 
où les plus étrangers aux études orientales puisront des idées exactes sur les procédés et le mécanisme de la 
langue chinoise.	
cÄb¬cÕ, Paris, 1842, xxiii+270p. *+äÂ
aOÒ:XY+ÒÛb]m9UAú^+ 
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¾'*E)¯ IJSâgūfú *kuo piuo**kaƒ pjwaƒK.*kuo piªu
**ko* piªwo7[[ÇØJSgū7[[ÇTJâfú7[[ÇCDE'EqE
)E+ 





p.37+ ö@4Xí6þ@öYà19¨, 1964.3, 811p.+2maps  pp.652-653 
ACUJ*·Ç?âx~dêAF7 
   dăqĭ huángyīng’ér    *taN kHi ƒuAN /QN iI 












mò jiào zhīshàng tí *muAk kau t˛iI d¸iAN diEi 









tí shí jīng qièmèng   *diEi d¸i kiaN tsHiQp miuN 











bùdé dào Liáoxī    *pi´u t´k tAu liEu siEi 



































(9) dT p.54T«6p.189 4Ä36cJ"·Ç+í"µôÆ'*N
U¶Xiāo Yuè Þ"µ·2I+U¶Ä¢I¸®ð'*NZ%¹'
*N+Þ(,dêÛU7 




  Xīcóng qījīng jìng ér jiàn,  
  *siEi dzuN tsHiIt ƒQN kiQN i giAn 
Õ$º»¼O        Õ$º»
5
p¼nEU 
xĭng xiàng Tiānzhúsìqián shíshàng xiàn. 
*siQN xiAN tHiEn iuk zi d¸iQk d¸iAN ƒiEn 







Dōngcóng bājīng shū ér hán,    
*tuN dzuN pQt ƒQN ßio i ƒAn 
m$-º¿ÈO        m$-º¿)A$Èp 
céng yì Xiāngfēimiàolĭ yŭzhōng kàn. 
*dz´N /iek siAN pHiu´i miau jiuo iuN kHAn 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(10) ÷Wènshuĭ /Lŭ sÉ}^ô+_/Qūfŭ ÖTài’ān QmÕA}+ 
(11)4T
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 Méngzhĕ, méng yĕ. ))      **mewN tjiaƒ, mewN rjiaƒ 
cg3	gñQ))       gO*g
-
ä1ZQ)) 
  Bĭzhĕ, bĭ yĕ. ))           **pjier tjiaƒ, pjier rjiaƒ 
ã3	ãñQ))       ãO*ã
#
&¸1ZQ)) 
Bōzhĕ, bō yĕ.                **prewk tjiaƒ, prewk rjiaƒ 









 Zhōurén băimŭ ér chè :     **tji´w njien prwak nji´ƒ tHiat 













  chèzhĕ, chè yĕ.                  **tHiat tjiaƒ, tHiat rjiaƒ 








AÒ2, ½, pp.191-1962(4)  
Oâ\QõO¥|S!Â)â\WS>SÁÑúö)úQX{Î\ÞÇ
Wâ\Ql±(oScÌîn) 
 Guàizhĕ, jué yĕ.                 **krwar tjiaƒ, kewat rjiaƒ 
c÷3	BñQ))                  ÷O*B1Z)) 
 Duìzhĕ, yuè yĕ.                 **dwar tjiaƒ, rjiwat rjiaƒ 
ø3	zñQ                      øO*zC1Z 
÷O*BÎ\O'áüýÑâ\))øO*zàRCO'áüýÑâ\Qn 
(o5, °Á<F½, pp.312-316(5) 
Oâ\SÀh
cqr ùúMn) 
  Zhèngzhĕ zhèng yĕ,              **tjieN tjiaƒ, tjieN rjiaƒ 








 Rénzhĕ, rén yĕ.        **njien tjiaƒ, njien rjiaƒ 





  [Qīn qīn wéi dà.               **tsHjien tsHjien ƒiwa dar 









Yìzhĕ, yí yĕ.                  **Nia tjiaƒ, Nia rjiaƒ 
J3	ÚñQ                      J*Ú1ZQ 
Zūn xián wéi dà.               **tsw´n gen ƒiwa dar 
















  Xiángzhĕ yăng yĕ,       **zjaN tjiaƒ, rjaN rjiaƒ 
c3ñ=            
 
O*1Z= 
  Xiàozhĕ jiào yĕ,     **graw tjiaƒ, kraw rjiaƒ 
¢3Èñ=             ¢
(
O*È1Z= 
Xùzhĕ shè yĕ (,)))   **zjaƒ tjiaƒ, zdjiaƒ rjiaƒ (,)))  
Ì3ñ=))Q     Ì
 










 Fú wén zhĭ gē wéi wŭ.    **bjwaƒ mljw´n tji´ƒ ƒiwa mjwaƒ 
c	À



















 Făn zhèng wéi fá.           **pjwan tjieN ƒiwa bjwap 












  Kŏngzĭ yuē:             **kHewN tsji´ƒ ƒjwat : 
                          *kHuN tsi jiuAt 








Tuī shí hé yī wéi shì.     **tHw´r dji´p g´p /jiet ƒiwa dzi´ƒ 
                         *tHu´i d¸iIp ƒ´p /iIt jiue dΩi 






Chūzāi, shŏu, jī, zhào, zŭ, yuán, tāi, chù, luò, quán, yŭ, shĭ yĕ. 
**tsHiaƒ ts´ƒ, stHj´w, ki´ƒ, diaw, tsaƒ, Njwan, tH´ƒ, tHj´wk, lak, giwan, riaƒ, 








 Bì yĕ zhèng míng hū.    **pjiet rjiaƒ tjieN mjieN glaƒ 
c6ñ RòQ        6ìmÀRX ijäQ 
WV0*RX ÎRO:ÐQn 
h






Zhèng míng, wèi zhèng shūzì yĕ.   
c R	ö |ñQ               qRX ÎO*S|X ÎXöáQ 
  Gŭzhĕ yuē míng, jīnshì yuē zì. 
331R	ò1|Q            q3*RO1'=Sò*|O1á 
#









ZhōulĭSchTiānguān tàizăi nS 






























S5)Î\ ÍX¨#Î\Q) _nSSs) 
























































 Wēi, cài yĕ. 
c2	3])_ñQ ;2O*3SROÑ])_â\Qn(14)= 
  Fén, shuĭ yĕ. 
c4	oñQ ;4O*SROÑâ\Qn(15) 
O'áSÀzM220-S 








































































**xjwaN  **pjwar  $**xjwarK.**? 
*xiuAN  *piuAi $*xiuAiK:*Xi9wÅi 
kuàng    fèi   → huì 








Xú Miăo * 


















*tiEN  *k´u    $      *t´u 
dīng   gòu     →     (dòu;)zhòu 










  ]Tàizăizhī zhízhăng, jiàn bāngzhī liùdiăn. Yĭ zuŏ wáng zhì bāngguó. )Èr yuē 





3:cDJnScJn S= LS	è=5 MNS 
#
cDJnScJnS* 
**nji´ƒ  **sjiaw $**njiawK.**n@i9og 
*i   *siQu   $ *iQu K.*n@z@i9A_u 
ér     xiăo    →       răo 




Zhèng Xuán * 
**nji´ƒ **tjiaw   $ **njiawK.**n@i9og 
*i  *t˛iQu  $*iQu  K.*n@z@i9A_u 
ér    zhāo  →   ráo 
    L    S            )Wà=èE
	2

Xú Miăo O5OLĭ Guī * 
**rji´m **liw´n $ **rjiw´nK.**dzi9we(n 
*ziIm *liuIn   $ *ziuInK.*zi9ue(n 
xún  lún   →  xún 






















































































   	h*2 39--ð;òåP8é2©, p.4395 






























































×0/Ø° Wáng Liăoyī\ Wáng Lì#)ÙÚÛÜÝ Yè Shèngtáo 
}4Þ"ßàáâãäå&{9, æçÞ"ß, 1947.3, pp.173-188  p.188è
122 太田 斎
130 
(, pp.189-204 S p.203;


























































































































½ © pp.95-96 q®5&ôu>¯û¯=¹t*Ù./H(25) 
^S?@3HV*=J.×'|XÎ\O'áRO)î&0=À*Zä1
ZS­ßX&HQ	D<Ñ*no Zhāng Bĭnglín =hªÄ Liú Shīpéi ={
¹ Shĕn Jiānshì =lmn Yáng Shūdá ì.'\Q5l±noéSC

S¿GZ¿)*Sàá)â\Q 
  czO544ð)*ccnkuă *kHua;**kHrwaK.*?;**?=kuà  










































































ccÎ pí *biue;**biwaK.*bHjie9;**bHiAnSÝ)*NcÏ bì *biue;**biwa
K.*pjie9;**piAbī *biue;**biwaK.*pjie9;**piAncÐ bŏ *puA;**pwa
K.*puA^;**pwA^=bò *puA;**pwaK.*puA^;**pwA^nc3 pò *pHuA; **pHwa
K.*pHuA^;**pHwA^n1):ìÕ\àá)Î\O'áüýXëí0'\
ÞÇ=c" bĭ *piue;**piwaK.*pjie9˘;**piAncÑ bèi  *biue;**biwa
K.*bHjie9;**bHiAncbì *piue;**piwaK.*?;**?ncÒ pèi *pHiue;**pHiwa
K.*?;**?ncÆ bèi *biue;**biwaK.*bHjie9;**bHiAn1):ìÕ\àá)
Æ'X¤\O'áüýXëåÞÇ=gcÓ pō *pHuA; **pHwaK.*pHuA^;
**pHwA^ncÔ bŏ *puA;**pwaK.*puA^;**pwA^=bì *piue;**piwaK.*pjie9;**piAn
c bō *puA;**pwaK.*puA^;**pwA^ncÕ pī *pHiue;**pHiwaK.*pHjie9;**pHiAn










































  c…; in Chinese, as in all other lamguages, the words form families, groups of 
cognate words formed from one and the same primary stem. ]It is not allowable to 
identify Chinese  Arch. mi	o
k1) ’eye’ with Tibetan mi ’eye’ so long as we have not 
first established the word family to which mi	o
k belongs. Akin to mi	o
k is undoubtedly 
the word ä Arch. mi	o
 ’pupil of eye’: and it is just as likely that it is this mi	o
 which 
corresponds directly to the Tibetan mi. In other words: before Sinitic comparative 
linguistics can be safely tackle there remains a great task to be solved in each of the 
language groups concerned._ In Chinese the words must be sorted and grouped 
according to genetic affinity, and the same must be done in T’ai and in Tibeto-Burman. 
Then,but only then, we can start comparing the word groups of these three great 
branches and hope for reliable results.]That some words in Chinese are cognate to 
others is of course no new idea. Already August Conrady in his pioneer work: Eine 
Indo-Chinesische Causativ-Denominativ-Bildung, 1896, had this as a fundamental point 
of departure. In my Analytic Dictionary I have pointed out, in many cases, _ such 
affiinities between words, not only examples in which one and the same word happens 
128 太田 斎
136 
to be represented by two different characters, e.g. E dzi	p:  dzi	p, and hence 
appears to be two different words, but also cases like å Anc. kp ’to press’: ã Anc. 
p ’narrow’ etc., which are clearly cognate words. Indeed, even the Chinese script 
often indicates two forms as cognate by designing them with one and the same 









































 Analytic dictionary of Chinese and Sino-Japanese	






















6.côhuán **gHwAnGnj**grwan ? 
7.cõhuán **gHwAnj×X×¸=Z×¸nj**grwan 
8.cqjuăn,juàn **ki9wAnq?=q)/\j**kiwan= 
quán **gHi9wAnÐ\Î\          j**giwann 


































































































































RSàá1üýXëåRO±*'mÕW=Ëmén *mu´n;**mw´nK.*mu´n;  
133周法高 中国語文研究 訳注
141 
**mw´n=<miăn *miuan;**miwanK.*mi9A_n;**mi9An=Eméi *mu´i;     
**mw´ƒK.*muA`^i;**mw´g==wĕi *miu´i;**mjw´rK.*mjwe9i;**mi9w´r=
³mò,méi *mu´t;**mw´tK.*mu´t;**mw´t=>mào *m´u;**mewK.*m 9´u; 
**mug=?mài *muai;**mrwarK.*mwAi;**mwAd=@xù *muok;**m´wk





















TÕ*TS.).cFjízú *tsiIk tsiuok;**tsji´k tsjewkK.*tsi9´k tsi9wok; 






.cJJcuòcuò *tsHAk tsHAk;**tsHak tsHakK.*tsHA^k tsHA^k;**tsHA^k tsHA^knõ
÷_õ÷_:äìÑâ\Qá&0Kyàn *Nan;**NranK. *NAn;**NAnO'
áSäçTÕ*TS.).cLLàn’àn *NAn NAn;**Nan NanK.*NA^n NA^n; 
**NA^n NA^nny¯y¯:äìÑâ\Qá&0
:	
jiā’é *ka NA; **kra Na
K.*kA NA^;**kA NA^O'áSäçTÕ*TS.).cEÓjiā wŏ *ka NA;**kra Na
K.*kA NA^˘	**kA NA^ny_y_:äìÑâ\Qá&0MN
2
gŭ zhōu *ku´t 
ˇau;**kw´t tr´wK.*ku´t Au;**kw´t to`^gO'áSäçTÕ*TS.).cO
@PQzhégégōuzhōu *ˇak kak k´u ˇi´u;**trak krak kew ti´wK.*Åk kÅk k 9´u 
134 太田 斎
142 






n*Ë)æ¦)Û&0'HQá&0~ niú *Ni´u:**Njw´ƒK.*Ni9 9´u;**Ni9u(g
O'áSäç~*X)c åäshì*dΩi;**dzi´ƒK.*dΩHi;**dΩHi9´gnl
07)Ú Î\WS:äìÑâ\ s3SÑ*c~nOc n*
Ë)L¦)Û&0'HQ]á&0TyáN *iAN;**ƒriaNK.*i9AN;**zi9ANO'á
SäçT*cUxiáN *ziAN;**ƒrjaNK. *zi9AN; **dzi9ANnVÑH'ç:äì
Ñâ\Qá&0Mgŏu *k´u;**kewK.*k 9´u;**kuO'áSäçûf*c/kòu 
*kH´u;**kHewK.*kH 9´u;**kHunV'Y)WRWRÎ\ç:äìÑâ\Q_
á&0Xrén *iIn;**njienK. *¸i9e(n;**i9e(nO'áSäç1O)*cþrén 
*iIn;**njienK.*¸i9e(n;**i9e(nnáX'Ì.â\äìÑâ\Q[á&














*tHiEn;**tHenK.*tHien;**tHienX:diān *tiEn; **tenK.*tien;**tien=]Ùdì 
*ÍiI;**diaK.*dHi;**dHiAX¥dĭ *tiEi;**terK.*tiei;**ti´r=shān *ßQn; 
**srianK.*ßA(n;**sA(nXZxuān *siuQn;**sjiwanK.*si9wA_n;**si9wAn=o
shuĭ*˛iuIi;**stHjiwerK.*˛wi;**˛i9w´rX zhŭn *t˛iuIn;**tjiw´nK.*t˛i9ue(n; 
**i9w´n scon*3)âí0*\¦)=cn*]¦)Û&=
îH




]ítŭ *tHuo;**tHaƒK.*tHuo;**tHoX t^ŭ,tù*tHuo; **tHaƒK.*tHuo;**tHo=_
Êjīn *kiem;**ki´mK.*ki9´m;**ki9´mX_ jīnjìn *kiem;**kli´mK.*ki9´m; 










































]Ó¯, clanky]÷¯, ting]Ó¯]Ó¯, tinkle]Ó¯]Ó¯ S
àá1ÊÛS;|ÑTS SÎ\X-&=TÕ)àí0TS 
SR¹X&HWS=l± cuckooª¢s³=ÖR, pee- weetgÓ=Ö
R;§|Ñ	Ú.WHìÎX-&=TÕ)àí0	ÚX
Îàá)&
HWS=l± bang the doorAXh¯O!V\, tap or rap at a doorAXs
xsx/?=Ô¯Ô¯/?;§ SR¹.UìäSDóXWí0'\
WS=l± knapi=, knopï'íQ,  knobRC=jÌS
íQ, knurPS&RC *'mÕWï?0UìäS×åäì`Z2.í0
0'\WSX-&0'\;¯)iÀ².XÑ-&0'\WS=








































E FGHéshuĭ yángyáng, bĕiliú guōguō (huóhuó), 
H$FG**ga stHjiwer ƒriaN ƒriaN, pw´k li´w gwat gwat (kwat kwat), 
K. **gHA^ ˛i9w´r zi9AN zi9AN, p´k li9o^g gHwA^t gHwA^t (kwA^t kwA^t), 
az{{	|}~~	||Q 
E FGshīgŭ huōhuō, zhānwĕi fāfā, jiātăn jiējiē] 
H$FGstHjia kwaƒ xwar xwar, tian ƒiw´ƒ pjwat pjwat, kraƒ tHam kiat kiat, 
K. ˛iA kwo XwA^t XwA^t, ti9An gi9w´g pi9wA(t pi9wA(t, kA* tHA^m ki9At ki9At, 
	¹ïQ 
E FGshùjiāng nièniè,shùshì yŏuqiè 
H$FGstHjaƒ kjaN Niat Niat, stHjaƒ dzi´ƒ ƒjw´ƒ kHiat 




















































7½ o 2, pp.160-162 


























































































































 cthe divers changes in meaning which words have undergone, are sometimes classed 
under three principal types; restriction, extension, displacement. Restriction takes place 
when the meaning passes from the general to the particular (e.g. pondre, sevrer, or 
traire); extension conversely, when it passes from the particular to the general (e.g. 
140 太田 斎
148 
arracher, gagner, or triompher); displacement, when the two meanings are equivalent or 
indifferent from the point of view of extent (e.g. chercher, choisir, mettre); and when we 
can pass from the one to the other (as, for example, when the word is extended from the 
container to the content, from the cause to the effect, from the sign to the thing signified, 
etc., or the reverse). Naturally extension and restriction are most commonly brought about 
by displacement; and the displacement of meanings takes various forms to which 
























ex. Ê tHEN55 lý>Á







  Jiànshuō báiyáng kān zuò zhù  *kiEn ˛iuQt buak iAN kH´m tsAk Íiuo 





































â\ù«¯é*RÕX shortening O°CQl±=ÓÒ*c~Zăo ān
Ö~ánO'áORXc~ZăonOÃ&0CáQRÕ*ÉV=i
Ñ good 







































 SRÑTSXè'\XX-ÎÞÇWâ\ù«¯é p.32 Article 
















































































?.'(A5QRS !/0$, pp.215-217 
	7jīngéTUbīngqì*&.'(VWX!YZ[\]^_`$a1
M bcd>efd^Cg(hi.Cj,fB^p.185 klm





,C-FoApqrstZ p.365 Organ for capability of 
perception or intelection klA**.orppqrst permutation 




















































































































































































FÃ½ p.319 ] _¦*jéSLèÑ*ÃiÕ0'\l±=c1liánn
*c1Õ¸nO'áüý:.=c*Î\nO'áüý)W1\g E
44qc^Ì\© NnDycÒ2®}MnSg) 
Wănshēn lángxīshang, héchù bùkělián 
c]3Ø,4Ø	56Æ7Q_89`:2	U;,1ç 

















Kělián guāngcăi shēng ménhù   *kHA liEn kuAN tsH´i ßaN mu´n ƒuo 
c1|=[ËAQ 
   3:1Õ¸&&|= ËA)[mQ 
































































































chÒwàngzi  @ uaN213 ts53nO°jÑ'\Qn8NWáng Liăoyīª
Wáng Lìc%ÙxndDMjØóYhEpp.173- 188 S 
p.183;( pp.189-204 S p.198;









































































                      ,- 
Semantics D
p(ïðAi Allen Walker Read, An Account of the Word J 











































































































































































sDEYú MĭnJ'(FGDH:,Û@AiÇ,4,zV634, p.47 
5§V1Dù XuézhīJ§VHÕ§1ÕV%&¶D}zn)
%&nDÇ,4YV68-10, 1954.5.31, pp.26-28(314-316)ÒA4VT$6,


















































UVJN+5D+JNo theme in linguistic science is more often and more volum   
inously treated than this, and by scholars of every grade and tendency; nor any, it may be added, 
 with less profitable result in proportion to the labour expended; Kthe  greater part of what is said
and written upon it is mere windy talk, the assertion of subjective views which commend them-selves
 to no mind save the one that produces them, Kand which are apt to be offered with a confidence,  
and defended with a tenacity, that are in inverse ratio to their acceptableness.LThis has  given the 


































Larousse, Pierre1817-1875[ab4ÀÁÂ¹«Jardin des racines latines6à'½
op¯/0+¯Is- signejg,sourceÌæ¹CDAhp+1z
¶$Kr-,cr-,fr-,br-,pr-,gr-,tr-cri,frotter CDAij¸z¶Lfl-  fleuve,
flotk,soufflel CDA{×}³$UÓ×^)]z¶Ð·+Ò95
V
ÛAAq Û+ÜW.- Grégoire %h"#"ENKE
A*N
z'¶^*5D+Â2 Vendryes  rivière^torrentm}




















6, àJ%&ÇÇà5J%&~ÊÇ.µ.L.R.   
Palmer4An Introduction to Modern LinguisticsÉt5
V6, à:JMeaning and   
Change of Meaning%&Ç%&~ÊÇ(52)XY$+ 
5%&@Ai'Ü|Â.ÜOgden & Richards4%&%&   
Meaning of Meaning6b'5D
 mentalist AýZ'*+,-./01.










H{ãZYZ^[[v+¯ IL7tiān *tHien**tHienA $Ádì *dHi-
**dHiAK0yáng *i**ria A $.yīn *iem*imL'gŭ *kuo˘**koA $ 
_jīn *ki9´m**ki9´mKvshēng *a**sre A $Csĭ *sii**sjier|jí *dzit  
**dzjetA $Ixú *zio**rja j¯īng *tsiæ**tsjieA $icū *ts	uo**ts	ajiā *ka 
**kraA $Èjiăn *kæm**krm}zào *su**sauA $~shī *ip**st	jipâ fū*piuo 
**pjwaA $fù *biu**bjw¢gōng *ku**kewA $gū *kuo **kaçguī 
*kiu**kjweA $jù *kiuo**kjwa·bāo *pu**pwA $biăn *piam**piam
°shàng *di**djaA $êxià *a**ra shān *æn**srianA $÷shuĭ *iui
**st	jiwrDCDE¯[A÷+] cháng *
i**dia A $îduăn *tun
**twan hruì *iuæi**riwar  *dui **dwarüZn A $dùn *dun 
**dwn DgR)Tz'w	A*+wén *miun**mljwn A $
wŭ *miuo**mjwa D'zÚRJ°'zÇ 'gR)"z'î
Uw	A*+Lx(Kwü'(£Û$Æ"E+H{II
%s'z,ïÆ[[v+¯ILdàn *tA^n- **tA^n7<A $
wăn *mi9wÅn˘**mi9wA(nlău *lA^u˘**lo^gA $ yòu  *;i9e(u-**;i9o(g+
K©hăo *xu**xw A $chŏu *t	iu**t	jwcōng *ts	u **ts	ewA $lóng
*lu**lewPshòu *diu**djw A $kshòu *diu **djwxiáng *zi 
**rjaA $yāng *i**ja6chū *t	iut**t	jiwt A $nà *np**npæqĭ
*k	i**k	iA $6zhĭ *ti**tjiÈhán *n**an A $nuăn *nun**nwan
chén *din**djinA $îhūn *xun**xmwnþxīn *sin **sjien A $chén  
*
in**dienDCDE¯xx('*+÷shuĭ *iui **st	jiwr A $huŏ 
*xu**xwr D'z'£AÑ,Akn)îUx('*+LÇpp.29-30














 mycelJYZÇUÆzZ3 i '*NlytelJ5^
Ç:'~Ê$'*+0ÀÂ






Õ8YV	ÊÙøà2  ¨XY+   
 
 



























5VYÄ6, ³Õ6¯µ, 1991.3, pp.962-963 XY+ 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rD%&'*+88+Ç 5{ÀÈ@4.6ê, ÂkU, 1972.6, pp.222-223 
(6) 5{ÀÈ@4.6°, ÂkU, 1968.2,. pp.191-197 3Þ('J=ÛÇJÛ
UÇ©!-N+ÂkU@[]]nî+ 
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(16) mYV'$b4uÄ  ê6, ÃÔ3âö¬ mYV6¯ 1993.2   








































































D+ ê 42b-6  p.180ê 
































Z4ðF6àp.264]z '(4ðFh6þ@ö×à38¨, Ób,. 1973.2, 
420p.p.363 XY+Jða°à27Çb7=Z4ðF6, à8, p.2548]÷Ý²v4ð










































(32) J*!Ç4¾/679A¶2)+@d¡@4¾È+6, Çµ, 
1957.2, pp.143-228 A¶2)+%bÒA4d¡x6à¨A¶^+J*!Ç
 pp.561-620,657-670 A¶2)+3Þ(,@ pp.277-294 +4d¡x6
¨' pp.566-567+X«]'A8 Y,4¾/[6m9U28, 9µ, 1975@/0
Xp+JE e-k ÷#+. N$QU+[¾n _!i/k 0
A*û$)$)÷ =A}1D1DÐ $$ ;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  One ramène parfois à trois types principaux les divers changements de sens que subissent les mots: 
restriction, extension, déplacement,. Il y a restriction, quand on passe d’un sens général à un sens particulier 
(ex. pondre, sevrer, ou traire); extension, quand on passe inversement d’un sens particulier à un sens général 
(ex. arracher, gagner, triompher); déplacement, lorsque les deux sens sont équivalents ou indifférents au point 
de vue de l’étendue (ex. chercher, choisir, mettre) et qu’on passe de l’un à l’autre par voisinage (ainsi quand le 
mot s’étend du contenant au contenu, de la cause à l’effet, du signe à la chose signifiée, etc., ou 
réciproquement). Il va sans dire que l’extension et la restriction naissent le plus souvent d’un déplacement; et 
que le déplacement de sens comporte des modalités variées auxquelles les garammairiens donnent des  noms 
techniques (métaphore, synecdoque, métonymie, catachrèse, etc.).  (p.235) 
(34) J,.¤ÇI®ð'*N$4Zhāng Yīn 566Miănmiăn UÈ$4CÒ,.
¤ANÈA7$EnNJàAå³$Ä¢IAAEUtNè¢á$^
Güí+8IAn)<+[à8IdêÛU7 
 Jīnchūn yŏu kè Luòyáng huí     *kiem t˛HiuIn ji´u kHak lAk iAN ƒu´i 















 Céng dào Shàngshū mùshàng lái   *dz´N tAu d¸iAN ˛io muo d¸iAN l´i 













  Jiànshuō báiyáng kān zuò zhù   *kiEn ˛iuQt buak iAN kH´m tsAk Íiuo 

















  Zhēng jiào hóngfĕn bùchéng huī  *tßQN kau ƒuN piu´n pi´u d¸iQN xu´i 










































(37) 4xXí6¨ 440, b7=Z, à13, p.4900t^9hÐ¬4	VÉSF 6,%M
µ6 ,¯ 1989.1, pp.82-83 dêÛU7 







lǜyĭ xīn pēi jiŭ  *liuok Nie siIn pHu´i tsi´u 
 ~NþO













hóngní xiăohuŏ lú  *ƒuN niEi siQu xuA luo 











wănlái tiān yù xuĕ  *miuAn l´i tHiEn iuok siuQt 









néng yĭn yìbēi wú  *n´N /iem /iIt pu´i miuo 















þ@ö×100 4Ä3 6, cf=, Ób, 1980.11, p.27+ZÞ(Ä¾ê$Ç@
cf3+dêAcf3@ACUxn07 





























































  chóuyăn kàn shuānglù  *dΩi´u NQn kHAn ßiAN luo 

















 hánchéng jú zì huā *ƒAn d¸iQN kiuk dziEi xua 












 Tiānfēng suí duànliŭ *tHiEn piuN ziuI duAn li´u 







 kèlèi duò qīngjiā *kAk liuIi duA tsHiQN ka 












 shuĭ jìng lóuyīn zhí *˛iuIi dziQN l´u /iem ÍiIk 











 Shān hūn sàirì xié *ßQn xu´n s´i ¤iIt zia 










 yèlái guīniăo jìn *ia l´i kiu´i tiEu tsiIn 











  tíshā hòuqī yā *diEi ßQt ƒ´u siEi /a 
































 ö4§]6öí×à9¨, òµ, 1965.3, 350p.  p.200 
(39) $âZhāng Jìngfū $i
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'[AMD+3Þ(' saenus *&¢+ 
(41) K¨Lzø{Guō Màoqiàn4í6	'V$b, b7, 1979.11,x
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JÇA%sn]+p.237 HÇrèU'
Agåøâ4	ôí6, ÂkU, 1984.9 @*U+dêA/0Xp+àâ~JýÇ
JÇ$ACBpncde+ 



















































XU3ÓE+	íÈ134Ä¢I ê6, dh, Âkb, 1958.7, 






































 Mínjiān súhuì, gèchù yŏu zhī, ér Wúzhōng wéi shèn. Rú zhōu xíng huì “zhù”,huì “fān”, yĭ “zhù” wéi “kuàir”, 
“fānbù” wéi “mābù”. Huì “lí”,”săn”, yĭ “lí” wéi “yuánguŏ”, “săn” wéi “shù lì”. Huì “lángjí”, yĭ “lángchuí” 
wéi “xīnggē”. Huì “năozào”, yĭ “xiè zào” wéi “xiè huānxĭ”. Cĭ jiē lísú kĕ- xiào chù. Jīn shìdàfū yŏu fàn sú 






























 …..Yŏu huì è zì ér hūwéi mĕizhĕ, rú “săn” huì “săn” hūwéi “jùlì”, “zhù” huì “zhì” hūwéi “kuaìzi”, “zào” huì 







4½C6¸ ¸·ú¶4½86ú¶4½C6à·, pp.912° 




 Mythology, which was the bane of the ancient world, is in truth a disease of language. (LEC-  TURE I. 




VThe Science of Language61891ABCDEAb$¶ÉH)+ 
 Much of what we now call mythology was in truth a disease or affection(πάθος) of language (CHAPTER I. 

















¹A πάθος 	E+Affectionπάθος mJÀÓÇ%'JKÇJ¡eÇ
N%&H÷)E+J5
KÇD¶É3Q%ACn+ 
































 Contributions to the Science of Mythology (London, Longmans, Green & Co., 1897) Ç Lectureson the 











































(^,Q¡¬>.b Oriental and Linguistic Studies,`IX On the Present Stage of the 
Question as to the Origin of Language, pp.279-291  p.279 AHI+bx13OÕCU<
NXU÷,*A4d+B' On the wqPresent Stage of the 
Question as to the Origin of Language EN+_¡-ÂÞ(ÑÒhn)[
ÀÜÀ0U]'dêA/0Xp7 
  … This has given the whole question a bad repute among sober-minded philologists ― insomuch that, for 
example, the recently established French association of kindred object with our own ( the Société de 
Linguistique) forbids by its fundamental law any intrduction of the origin of language into its trsnsactions 
and debates. The prohibityion, however, has not worked unexceptionalbly well; for there is no similar society 
a larger part of whose members have rushed into print upon the subject before the genaral public; so that one 
may conjecture that if they had been permitted to fight the fight out more among themselves, the community 
outside would have been the gainer: and hence, we need not feel bound by their examples.  (pp.279-281) 
(51) ÜW.-Grégoire  Antoine Grégoire +-$0ÀÂ2OSAÚ¡$La phono-  
logie et la phonologie classique Da* Antoine Grégoire1752-1813È+v×E
ØÐcO+4Petit Traité de Linguistique `Z5
V"T6 2e edition Paris, E. Champion, 
1923,168p.à z à24,25{ABCDA*+ 
J24. Après cette courte esquisse des phénomènes phonétiques, nous jugeons utile de nous arrêter à une 
question intéressante, qui depuis l’antiquité a été l’objet de discussions et de préjugés toujours renaissants. 
Existe-t-ile un rapport naturel et néccessaire entre les sons des mots et les notions que ces mots expriment? 
En d’autres termes, tel mot, en raison de sa contexture phone- tique, convient-il mieux qu’un autre à 
exprimer telle idée?  
25. Beaucoup de personnes se le sont imaginé de tout temps, mais leur opinion ne repose que sur une 
illusion. Pour s’en convaincre, il suffit de penser que le même objet, la même idée, même sentiment sont 
rendus dans les diverses langues par des expressions don’t la teneur phonétique est fort différente. Le mot 




les sons du mot caud paraîtront peut-être les plus adéquats à sa signification; mais un Allemand, un 
Néerlandais ou un Anglais accorderont la pré-férence au mot de leur langue, qui leur est habituel. 
L’accoutumance crée une illusion, don’t nombre d’esprits ne parvienment pas à se détacher.Chapitre IV 
LES SONS  p.63 


























J.Vendryesµ¶}x·c¸Le Langage; Introduction linguistique à l’histoirenB/"nB
¹º(»¼½vTROISIÈME PARTIE  LE VOCABULAIRE ¾¿  BÀvCHAPITRE     
PREMIER Nature et ètendre du vocabulaire ¦ BÀÁÂ(ÃÄ 
 vSans doute, nul ne croit plus aujourd’hui, avec le président de Brosses ou avec Court de Gébelin, que les 
mots aientété primitivement formés de sons adéquats aux idées et que par exemple le fleuve doive son nom 
au fait que le groupe fl, qui contient uneÅliquideÆ, éveille la sensation de quelque chose deÅcoulantÆ. Il n’y 
a pas de correspondance préétablie entre le son et le sens; le vocabulaire n’est pas sorti d’un recueil 
d’onomatopées. Aucun linguiste ne saurait souscrire à la formule du père de l’Église, suivant lequel les noms 
doivent s’accorder avec la nature des choses (nomina debent naturis rerum congruere, saint Thomas 
d’Aquin).  
Mais si l’hypothèse d’un sembllable accord est vaine pour expliquer la formation des vocabulaires, elle 
conserve toute sa valeur en tant qu’elle constate une manière d’être de notre esprit(1). Il est absurde de 
soutenir que le group fl et l’idée de couler aient entre eux un lien nécessaire, puisque les mots ruisseau, 
rivière, torrent qui expriment l’idée de couler autant que le mot fleuve ne contiennent pas les sons en 
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question, et que le mot fleur qui en est formé pour une bonne part n’éveille en rien l’idée de couler. Mais il 
est vrai que le mot fleuve est expressif, parce que les sons qui le composent se prêtent très bien à èvoquer 
l’image qu’il représente.       (p.215) 
  ――――――――――――― 
(1) GRAMMONT, Onomatopées et mots expressifs, dans XVIII, t.VLIV, p.97 
                                                          (p.215) 
 
Doubtless, no one nowadays believes with President de Brosses or Court de Gébelin, that words were 
originally formed of sounds which echoed the ideas they expressed; that the word fleuve for examples, owes 
its name to the fact that the group fl, which contains a “liquid”, awakens the sensation of something 
“flowing”. There is no pre-established harmony between sounds and sense. Vocabulary does not arise out of 
a series of onomatopœic stems. No philologist would care to subscribe to the formula of the Church Father, 
St.Thomas Aquinas, according to which the names must be in accordance with the nature of things (nomina 
debent naturis rerum congruere). But if the hypothesis of such a harmony proves powerless to explain the 
formation of vocabularies, it is of value in so far as it states a certain condition of our minds
1
. It is absurd to 
insist that the group fl and the idea of flowing should necessarily be connected, since the words ruis- seau, 
rivière, torrent, which express the idea of flowing quite as fully as the word fleuve, do not contain the sounds 
in question; and the word fleur, which has practically the same sounds, in no way syggests the idea of 
flowing. It is true, however, that word fleuve is expressive, because the sounds of which it is composed lend 
themselves easily to the evocation of the image they represent.         (p.183) 
――――――――――――― 
1. Grammont, Onomatopées et mots expressifs, dans XVIII, vol.xliv, p.97 
                                                  p.183 
 


























 K?LCourt de Gébelin: Le monde primitif analysé et avec le monde moderne, consideré dans l’histoire 
naturelle de la parole, ou Origin du langage et de l’écriture avec un réponse à une critique anonyme. Paris, 
1775 XY+p.291 
 ¸hGrammont: Onomatopées et mots expressifs (Revue des langues romanes, t.VLIV, p.97                  
p.291 
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cIf we look up the word arrak in the current lexicons, we shall find that it is 
explained,]e. g. in Yule, in his great lexicon Hobson-Jobson, _as derived from an 
Arabic word ’arrak, which means ‘perspiration’, from which it would have to 
mean ‘exudation’, ‘sap drawn from the date palm’, then broadly ‘spirits’. From 
there it is supposed to have spread in different variants of form to Syria and Egypt, 
to various parts of India and the East Indian islands(in Malay arak), and then to 
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Ö'0* Ça…N â=cZ[ xiānshēngnO'á´Ç


























Òe…n ï mu ï=cdX shèngrénnÇiNïjinö=cãä bĭjiàonpiâhia…uï=cdì shuāngfēngn
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variousnationality;]we then call it a lingua franca, using a term which seems to have 
been applied to an Italian jargon in the eastern Mediterranean region in the early 
modern period._Pidgin English, for instance, is used quite generally in commerce 
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c]In other word:_round a little kernel of two or three thousand primary words which 
have remained current from old times till to-day in the dialects, the student of every 
district builds up a whole structure of pronunciations of literary words, with the help of 
the written guides. x is pronounced as a, y as b, z as c, etc.]For the linguist, this involves 
a curious doubling of the material. On the one hand he has a really living word to work 
with; a Pekinese Ì shang ‘discuss’ corresponds to a Shanxi sā and a Cantonese shöng, 
all perfectly current. One the other hand he has a number of secondary, really dead 
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words, in which he can find exactly the same sound-equivalents: a Pekinese_ë shang 
]‘goblet’ coresponds to Shanxi sā and Cantonese shöng ‘goblet’_, a word only 
occurring in litareture. That the sound-laws, the sound-equations are the same, is due to 
the fact that students in different tracts have learnt the dead words from the same old 





























½ pp.190-191 ] _*jéSLèÑ*Ã 
c]While in most dialects, e.g. the Mandarin dialects and Cantonese, there is no 
essential difference between the pronunciation of the spoken language and that of the 
literary language (apart from isolated words),_there are certain groups of dialects in 
eastern and southern China, where large categories of words have two pronunciations, 
colloquial and literary. This is the case, for instance, in the Shanghai dialect. And the 
Swatow dialect (S. coast) is complicated that for large groupes of words it even has 

























½ p.190  ] _*jéSLèÑ*Ã
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c]Now in this old land of learning, China,_The literary language has exercised an 
immense influence on the educated spoken language. Thousands upon thousands of 
once extinct words and phrases have been reintroduced direct from the written language 
into the spoken language of the educated classes as literary and elegant loans], and we 
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cRecords and messages of this sort are usually spoken of as “picture-writing”, but 
this term is misleading. The records and messages, like writing, have the advantage of 





bear no fixed relation to linguistic forms and accordingly do not share in the delicate 
adjustment of the latter. 
]We have no record of any people’s progress from this use of pictures to the use of 
real writing, and can only guess at the steps. In the use of pictures we can often see the 
beginnings of the transition, and traces of it remain in the actual systems of writing._ 
Real writing uses a limited number of conventional symbols. We must suppose, 
therefore, that in the transition the pictures became conventionalized. The way of 
outlining each animal, for instance, becomes so fixed that even a very imperfect sketch 
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à\USÑâ\cñ qí *gHji;**gHi9´gnOc jī *kji;**ki9´gn*.×
'Qcz yŭ·*ji9u˘·*gi9wonOc yì·*i9´k·**gi9´kn*3SÑ*×'!
Â)â\Q(4) 
  cThis method, by reason of its carelessness and capriciousness, was very risky,for it 
had come, or could have come into more general use, the script would have become 
ambiguous]; probably, however, its use on a lager scale was rendered impossible by 
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cIt stands to reason that this method could never have been invented or adopted but 
for the peculiar nature of the Chinese language],as I have emphasized above_. 
Monosyllabism, lack of inflection, scareceness of consonant-groups in the words, 
limited permissible final consonant-sounds; all this made the words that closely 
resembled each other, and rimed together by the dozen, that this method of writing was 
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R.H.LowieAn Introducion to Cultural 
AnthropologyIn the scientific sense “culture” does 
not mean unusual refinement or education, but the whole of social tradition.It includes, 
as the great antholopologist Tylor pu it, “capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 









of Culture'+, “CULTURE” AS A DECRIPTIVE 
CONCEPT 56( 7/'$%-	A culture is a 
historically derived system of explicit and implicit designs for living, which tends to be 







4)Language is a purely human and noninstinctive method of commuticating 
ideas, emotions, and desires by means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols. 
These symbols are, in the first instance, auditory and they are produced by the so-called 
“organs of speech.” 4N	)*+,*3PGH%%Q'-.
@*	/0 1&'*234R/-5S/6T-.'*U7
3P	@85"9:/-.%+	#';<4=%>
5,'*1949, p.8C6?/, p.7Ccf. V@/, p.21A
B. Bloch
	Outline of Linguistic Analysis4N.B7+WI-A 
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LANGUAGE is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols by means of which a special group 
cooperates.4N	8!> CD<&'EF$%GH*/;

























¡¢|?U,p'mno3p 11q, p.26 
%%	4N	yz=E-	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 In southeastern Asia, Tibet, the Himalaya region, Burma, Siam, French Indo-China 
and southwest China, there is a host of tribes and languages occupying larger or smaller 
areas. It is, scientifically, of the greatest interst to try to trace the the oldest history of 
Eastern Asia and the story of its gradual occupation, to try and find the historical 
connection and the relation between these different cultural areas, and to determine the 
migrarions of peoples and the spread of civilizations which have resulted in the present 
conditions. Here the science of linguistics is one of the principal instruments. Which of 
these peoples are linguistically related and which are not?  That is a focal point in the 








































 ;JIn this way the history of language and of culture (“words and things”) go 
hand in hand and provide mutual support and illumination. );6T
-4N899NB	E=ð%%+kK'
_`'*¾PalmerAn Introduction to Modern Linguisticsia4
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  	)4	7¸;-.'*@*^x 14e 
Bèi hăijièchóng yĕ. Jūlù míng biāo, zàishuĭ míng hán. Gŭzhĕ huò bèi ér băo guī. 
8f{96*dmZgu:Z*r"Xiàngxíng*`	;8<=>* 
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]W gūne*.'*fg Féng Hànjì	Hé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Z








]c_W gūXYZIJ g.%%V jiùàXW
gūà]IJ	F-<@*-p.'ZF%%<²*
IJn³%'+	4Nw-kß#=ME-.'*;©
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5 1q, p.122 @*upàRuì YìfūqvVW2,89N4uv3>
5 14S, p.148 
;		wD%<=NR `a!uvQ7E U=
xy&'-.'; .U'* 
 We have seen above that cultural contact results in an exchange of linguistic goods. 
Conversely the analysis of linguistic loans and borrowings throws light on the contact 
of cultures and on the relations of peoples, just as the archaeologist makes inferences 
from the distinctions of pottery, ornaments and weapons. 
 )zS{m| 4N}H~ ';%**`
4N.B&'S{yRIJ ,U'*
j2`	 4AgW4.¸U,x&D-.'*
¾W, p.159C:/, p.166 
rKIy	I`a&ÃU,r fó *bHi9u´t  Skt.Buddha púsa 












between languages derives, in hisÂ&I?;*Cassirer Â&I?
7$*Ls&L #$%+'-;Zi%%
+' view, less from differences in sounds and signs than from differences of 
world-view. ;<3P+²*(.	BQ+²*(
. E+Hoijer,Harry»ed.Language in culture;conference on the 














From this fact proceeds what I have called the “ linguistic relativity principle,” 
which means, in formal terms, thatusers of markedly different grammars are pointed 
by their grammars toward different types of observations and different evaluations of 
externally similar acts of observation, and hence are not equivalent as observers but 









	The Relation of Language to Culture4NIJ+,W
E¦Â,z{$%+'*` F(_sS!	4N
sz¦Øno-§¨©$;¯u+%K,ïx



































Arabic is said to have several thousand words to denote various kinds of camel, but 
no word for camel in general.[Other languages have many words for the palm-tree, but 
no word for the whole species.] We hear that certain primitive languages have different 
verbs for “to wash the hands”, “to wash the face”, “to wash the body”,etc.,but no verb 








Palmer¾An Introduction to Modern Linguisticsia4Nz{, p.177








It is often argued that this proves a certain intellectual backwardness on the part of 
such peoples. It may, however, equally well be put forward as evidence to the contrary. 
[The auther, for instance, does not know the difference between pine, fir,spruce and 
larch. He classes such trees together under the vague category of “Christmas trees”. 
Does this prove an ietellectual superiority over those Nature lovers familiar with such 
fine distinctions? ] Actually differetiation and distinction arise from practical needs 
rather than intellectual backwardness. A camel dealer can conduct his business far more 













'6 ?-.'*An Introduction to Modern Linguisticsia4Nz{, 
p.86C:/, p.118 
|IArchibald.A.Hill	+) 
Bonfante has here taken over the ideas of Sayce and Jespersen to the effect that 
primitive languages are necessarily concrete, particular, and lacking in both general and 





lack general words for cutting and for tree. These statements of Jespersen’s have a rather 
curious history. They can be traced to a missionary named Heckewelder, who supplied 
the early Americanists with much of their information. When read in their original form, 
they reveal themselves as the product of the questioning situation. Heckewelder would 
point to a tree, ask what it was called, and get back the name for oak, ash, or hickory as 
the case might be. He had no way of eliciting general terms.On the other hand it might 
be pointed out, as Whorf had said, thet a speaker of Hopi lumps together butterfly, bird, 
and aviator, and would presumably find English woefully lacking in generalizing power 
since we are obliged to keep them separate. It is now almost a truism among linguists 





























From this it follows that all attempts to connect particular types of linguistic 
morphology with certain corelated stages of cultural development are vain. 
);;U,4N"ÎTA />1+U
I/F³mÐk&'Ë2 &=%a-.'+;
'*4N5 10±, p.219C6?/, p.279Ccf.V@/, .379 
U	V"6-w+IJ.'4ND '®l'r
K(_sS&x(&ÂHupavÄ¥ûNavahov






















































































































ºQ-Muproposition +*(7)}6no5 33p 7









































56  \Ä16T, p.360CIº>^¶)_5 2p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jr+%	»Wáng Lì zpW "·-,²%Û'*(9) 
$U$ ,\Ä	Vv	%zxm,ëêI&
'_.k: aU**"¿\ÄN<+%	üN while,if,to Â
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D$'*5 n"oZi"p.331C/ p.45 #I
j(1)	OC=)»IyTÉ"]Nx*(10) 
;J4N	[?C.F.HockettChinese versus English:An 
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vThere are many sidelights on the growth of civilization in ancient China. Thus the 
Chinese, an industrious farmer at least since the middle of the third millennium B.C., 
shows us a simple but adequate drawing of his t’ien ‘field’ y, as well as of his kiang 
‘boundary-marks’ z. An interesting conception of the village community in ancient 
times is given by the sign{, now denoting tsing ‘a well’; in its old form| it shows 
how eight families formed a village and cultivated in common, for purposes of taxation, 
the middle square where the well was situated.}…~3KG*!
, 
There are also illustrations of higher cultural elements. In yüwe have a picture 
of the oldest writing instrument, a stylus with which symbols were incised in bone, 
tortoise-shell, and wood. Wood gradually became the normal material, and the writer 
used thin, narrow slips of bamboo, starting at the top and writing downwards. 
Afterwards connected slips were tied together, thus forming a book, as is shown by the 
old character ts’ê ‘document’  
klG LG+bVi'
 -*3'+ 2,000 3,000oiG
53 S*F!y t’ien ¡¢bZp+£¤*x'¥¦Z
  ? -z kiang§¨©ª+«¬*F -­®W¯° 
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+,LVWXYZ $* [\ lìng **li9e(ng]T^* L_
%M$` .^W^amìng **mi9A(ngbcdefI"
Jbcghij@ S<k\ lìng;lmnoLp^
q Kr$* sa tiānmìng;<+,J tuvLs
a tiānmìngamìng;wawángmìngamìngxy$.
z{|}y~ e'1O#4 3
, pp.1-21!4 2, pp.173(0505)-174(0506) 
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(78,9:;<=>?@# ABCD#1%)(# pp.32-33 	E$%,
#FG*  
(3) !,HIJIK#0LHoijer,8	MNOPQ	R!,8#STSUV
8(WCD#Greenberg, Joseph H. Concerning Inferences from Linguistic to Nonlinguistic Data 
pp.3-19 , p.3 (E 
   There is a European tradition, particularly strong in the German-speaking world, which can be traced back 
at least as far as Herder in the latter part of the eighteenth century, but which first assumed central 
importance in the writings of Von Humboldt. The influence, direct and indirect, of Von Humboldt on the 
Continent has been a profound and concerning one, and may be seen in contemporaries or hann Leo 
Weisgerber and Jost Trier in linguistics. A few citations may serve to illustrate the general resemblance of 
the approaches of exponent of this point of view, sums up the position of Von Humboldt in the following 
words: “The difference between languages derives, in his view, less from differences in sounds and signs 
than from defferences of world-view”(1933:20)   (1933:20)# Cassirer, Ernst La Langue et la 
construction du monde des objets, Journal de psychologie normale et de pathologie 30: 1933  pp.18-44,
p.20XYZCassirer,S#[\	Traduit par P.GuillaumeE]#^_`aN,
(E"BWbcd!	efgc+,-WhQi?	!,KIjk),CD
lmnLa différence des langues vient à ses yeux moins de la diférence de sons et des signs que de celle 






NO«+,(E(2)oE4p.8>­(2)#nWilhelm von Humboldt: Ueber das Entstehen der 
grammatischen Formen und ihren Einfluss auf die Ideenentwicklung¢,e®bc¯°,
e±	²Z³´	O, (Die sprachphilosophischen Werke Wilhelms von HumboldtKjr





,»<¼n½Indem auf der einen Seite die Masse ihrer Wörter den Umfang ihrer Welt vorstellt, so ¾
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          Albert’s mother gives him cakes. 
    ,ÒÑ/0p271æE Îæ27 ’s 71t
3¿ 2Î47Æ5t¿ 2Î67ö7¿Î8º)E Î8
797:1*2;7Î<~IÚæ=>4*ë. 
          Pater amat filium 
    E Î72t|Î87Æ5t2²?_9@AÝÑB;CD4Úæ
*ë. 
          ο παις νπο τον πατρος φιλειται. 







        R|½S#ÙT 
    <è#UVÂb:rÂby:|U½SVrÂb:rÂbW:1*UV
,Ò7 2tX?_YZr*. 
        Rß[\T 
     Ù<,2* ]b-4­7*ë. 
         It is ………that……… 
    a|aE ^í!,_Ý­{ . 
        `aò|½S#¤pò[\b 
    <cde]U`aòVrde]UpòVª"/* ÒÓ4!øÓ4º«f
de#èö|PÑh<ª* aq}íghijkë*ë. 
        Rlmno49lmt²ëlmÄ_p§*qr>r>cslmr©Ït
utuv_lmwxyzT 
    GÂõ]2]aÒÓ4²¤ U{VÒÓ47deö7*de 
¥-4=>4CD4def~÷7*de ø|ÒÓ*de ¥¤
Ñ/Â* 7|,de}0Gþ2,~å7Z,~,|æ,~d
e£k{r}0-4 phrase x sentence #Ô|Ò4¤!²*. 
        RL#LT 






     
    ÒÓ²2¡¢*2¿£ààÔ5	¨²¤±]Ö×
Øq*Ñ1?ÂÚA4Ü.ÎÜ7E 2à_¥ÒÓòU2¬V(subject)w
xÎ<Ü7E 2à_¥{ ¸Î8Ü7E2¥ tensemood
OtÎ4Ü7E<¥¦§²U{,V(proposition)9 9 9 4pp.90-92> 
(8) .D%,#JIE,,FG )(# WlH#*INO7º;<)sZ
?,»<¼ 
nL’étude du vocabulaire met en évidence le caractère prodigieusement concret des conceptes chinois: la 
presque totalité des mots connotent des idées singulières, expriment des manières d’être aperçues sous un 
aspect aussi particulier que possible; ce vocabulaire traduit ― non pas les besoins d’une pensée qui classe, 
abstrait, généralise, qui veut opérer sur une matière claire, distincte et préparée à une organisation logique 
― mais, tout à l’opposé, un besoin dominant de spécification, de particularisation, de pittoresque; il donne 
l’impression que l’esprit chinois procède par opérations essentiellement synthétiques, par intuitions 
concrètes et non par analyse, ― non pas en classant, mais en décrivant. 
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  Le vocabulaire des vieilles chansons est très riche: ― moins qu’on ne l’imagine d’ordinaire d’un 
vocabulaire chinois, puisqu’il ne comprend qu’un peu plus de 3000 mots: mais ce chiffre est e2 énorme, si 
l’on songe, d’une part, au petit nombre de notions exprimées et, d’autre part, au fait que, la plupart des 
mots pouvant être utilisés comme verbes, substantifs, adjrctifs ou adverbes, chacun équivaudrait à 
plusieurs mots distincts dans le dictionaire d’une langue à dérivations. ― Or, de tous ces mots, il n’y en a, 
pour ainsi dire, pas un qui soit employé de façon analogue à ce qu’est pour nous une notion générale et 
abstraite. 
  Presque tous correspondent à une représentation synthétique, à une image complexe et particulière. 
Voici quelques exemples. Pour rendere les idées qui exigeraient en français l’emploi du mot montagne 
accompagné d’une ou de plusieurs épithètes, le Che King possède les mots suivants: K’i, montagne nue, 
― Kang, montagne à crête, ― Ts’iu, montagne dont les rocs sont recouverts de sable, ― Hou, montagne 
couverte de végétation, ― Ngan, hauteur près d’une revière, ― K’ieou, monticule, ― Tsou, haute 
montagne, ― Ts’ouei, ― montagne haute et vaste, ― T’ouo, montagne étroite et longue, ― Tien, cime de 
montagne, ― K’iong, colline, ― Feou, monticule, ― Fan, hauteur à pente brusque, ― Ngo, colline plus 
haute à une extrémité qu’à l’autre, ― Ling, monticule, ― Liu, tertre, ― Yao, montagne sacrée
1
. ― (p.102) 
 
1.La langue chinoise connait encore bien d’autres termes spécifiques pour montagne, par ex.: Wou, 
montagne nue, Fong,pic, ― Hou, montagne basse et longue, ― Wan, montagne terminée en pointe, ― Ki, 
montagne élevée et escarpée, ― K’i, piton, ― Tch’en, montagne élevée et peu étendue, ― Pei, montagne 
qui semble superposée à une autre, ― Hien, montagne terminée en plateau, ― K’iue, montagne haute et 
étroite, ― Yen, montagne en grandis, ― K’an montagne abrupte, Tsong, ― montagne à plusieurs sommets, 
― Wei, haute montagne sinueuse, ― Ngao, ― montagne couverte de petits caillox, ― Fen, monticule, ― 
Hiao, montagne couverte de rochers, ― Ling, montagne à croupe ètroite, ― Louan, montagne à cime 
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 An examination of the literature from, for instance, the time of the Chou Dynasty 
(1122-256B.C.) reveals, in fact, that the vocabulary consists mainly of simple words of 
this kind. That this was not only the result of a striving to write as concisely as possible, 
in order to save trouble when documents had to be drawn up by means of a primitive 
technique, but that these old texts are the natural reproduction of the spoken language, is 
clear from the fact that the language is just as short and concise, with simple words, even 








and Ancient ChinaIy4NuvChapter III, pp.42-43C/S p.38C:/S
)4N,,4`a), 5t±, p.177 
 ¾Uâ
Maspero, Henri	4) 
Ill n’est pas probable qu’à cette époque langue parlée et langue écrite aient 
beaucoup différé. 
)Da*&;W; U=%%+*
+;	?=+;-.'*La Chine Antique`aIy,1927, p.472
ij 2 Karlgren Excursions p.109##$*U 
sICreel, H. G.(1)	4) 
When Dr. Hu Shih says that classical Chinese has been a dead language for two 
thousand years, he evidently intends to imply that it was at one time actually spoken. Of 
the literature of the Chou dynasty. Karlgren says that “these old texts are the natural 
reproduction of the spoken language”. It is the opinion of the writer that this is 
impossible, that the language of the old texts could not have functioned as a sopken 
tongue.The writer has discussed this with a number of Chinese scholars, who have 
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agreed without exception that this was, in their opinion, the case.  
In the first place, the language of the old textes was too laconic.Modern literary 
Chinese is terse as compared with the literarures of other languages, but it is wordy as 
compared with the texts of the Chou dynasty. This brevity of the old texts has its good 
points, but it undoubtedly makes for difficulty of understanding. There are many 
passages which one could not possibly understand without the help of commentary, 
and sometimes even contemporary commentators disagree completely. Chinese writing 
had not, at that period, been developed into the means of fully definite expression which 
it later become. And to suppose that this frequently equivocal medium could serve for 
the rapid and easy exchanges of conversation is, in the opinion of the writer and of those 
Chinese scholars with whom he has discussed the matter, quite mistaken. 















2K';	Ñ=-.'*On The Nature of Chinese IdeographyIyZ*
bSh+%C´ T’OUNG PAO32, 1936, pp.85-161 p.125 *>$






ÃMUDubs, H. H.(3)	4) 
Characters were painted upon these slips with a brush, using a predecessor of the 
present India ink. These slips could be tied up in bundles or laid flat for reading and 
writing. Both of these materials were, however, quite expensive. So,in writing, the 
Chinese developed a special style of wording different from that in speaking. It is largely 
what we use to-day in English for telegrams or newspaper headlines. All non-essential 
words are omitted. Subject, verb, object, or two of them may be left unexpressed. A 
sentence is sometimes reduced to one word, as in the English sentence, ‘Fire!’. 
Conjunctions and other words of relation are frequently omitted in this literary language, 
with the result that only the meaning can decide whether the auther is writing one long 
























The individual words were sufficiently differentiated phonetically to the kept apart; 
the recorded lectures of Confucius might very well represent his normal, educated 
spoken language.  
)ãib ;</	%E=ëê-E**SKŏngzĭN@	9
%$*,YT.'iR-#+,%+*HNU=Z$
%+'U$+*(Excursions in Chinese GrammerIyT¨0, p.111) 
 ;JSILT&	ÍhaUIU,ZF$s6
 F<&';ì$**rK,Np5" [U5t 

























Der Fritz  der D²-íCN-	#+,D?HN
r&'*SILT&	4) 
 The scores of conversations in which these X-ye occur, as registered above, are 
written in all other respects in exactly the same classical language as the entire literature, 
narrative and descriptive. If Dubs were right in thinking that this is a kind of 









right in saying that the conversations in colloquial were translated into this artificial 
telegraphic language, when written down, it is quite inconceivable why this single 
particular feature of the spoken language, the enclitic on names, should so often be 
faithfully preserved: it ought to have been, in such a translation, the very first 
superfluous colloquiall element to be erased. Indeed, the very fact that there is a 
consistent contrast between X-ye in spoken utterances and X in narrative passages 
definitely precludes the possibility that both quoted utterances and narratives were 
formulated in one and the same artificial, lapidary telegram-style language, differing so 
radically from the archaic colloquiall as to be unintelligible if apprehended by the ear 
alone. 
  Our X-ye phenomenon is priceless, for it reveals that the recorded conversations are 
reproductions ― on the whole quite faithful reproductions though of course to some 
extent ]tidied up]― of the real oral conversations which they represent. In these 
extensive quoted conversations we have a mirror of the colloquiall of the Chou era, 
faithful to about the same extent as Jane Austin’s dialogues to the spoken English of her 
time. And since the narrative and descriptive texts have quite the same language 
(auxiliaries, word sentense, constructions, vocabulary) as these lengthy conversations 
with but very modest divergences, notably our contrast X-ye: X, we can conclude that 
the literary language of Chou, what we call Classical Chinese, was very closely akin 
indeed to the colloquial of the time, being merely a stylistically somewhat pruned 
version of that colloquial. Classical Chinese was to the Chou colloquial approximately 
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Èk w, pp.119-121?,?À yŏurényŏulín 

















































































































































































































































héshuĭ yángyáng  **ga stHjiwer ƒriaN ƒriaN 












bĕiliú huóhuó        pw´k li´w gwat gwat 









  shīgū huōhuō        stHjia kwaƒ Xwat Xwat 









zhānwĕi fāfā         tian ƒiw´ƒ pjwat pjwat 









 jiātăn jiējiē          kraƒ tHam kiat kiat 









 shùjiāng nièniè       stHjaƒ kjaN Niat Niat 
	











  shùshì yŏuqiè        stHjaƒ dzi´ƒ ƒjw´ƒ kHiat 























5Í/k w, pp.160-162 
.' ;;-	<kÅ@b#+%+'*Q%¶$%%
$	+$Ò-.= ,	*$%++*` 
qīngqīng hépàn căo,  **tsHeN tsHeN ga bwan tsH´w 
  ¸          *=¸ 
yùyù yuánzhōng liŭ,      /jw´t /jw´t ƒjwan ti´wN li´w 
I*    *=I* 
yíngyíng lóushàng nǚ,    ƒieN ƒieN lew djaN niaƒ 
ººwd    ºº*'wd 
jiăojiăo dāng chuāngyŏu, keaw keaw taN tsHrewN ri´w 
³*    $%
8
³' 
é’é hóngfĕn zhuāng,     Na Na gewN pjw´n tsiaN 
    *' 
xiānxiān chū sùshŏu     sjiam sjiam tHjiw´t stHj´w 












ù9Qū YuánÞ± îV 
Fēn róngróng zhī wú jing xī, **pHjw´n ƒriewN ƒriewN tji´ƒ mjwaƒ keN geƒ 











wăng mángmáng zhī wú jì,     mjwaN mwaN mwaN tji´ƒ mjwaƒ ki´ƒ 











yà yángyáng zhī wú cóng xī,    /r´t ƒriaN ƒriaN tji´ƒ mjwaƒ dzjewN geƒ 











chí wēiyí zhī yān zhī ?        dia /iwa ria tji´ƒ /ian tji´ƒ 













piāo fānfān qí shàngxià xī,     pHjiaw pHjwan pHjwan gi´ƒ djaN graƒ geƒ 











yì yáoyáo qí zuŏyòu,         ri´k ƒriaw ƒriaw gi´ƒ tsa ƒjw´ƒ 











fàn juéjué qí qiánhòu xī,      pHjwam kwet kwet gi´ƒ dzean gew 











bàn zhāng chí zhī xìn qī     kjewN tiaN stHjieƒ tji´ƒ sjien gi´ƒ 
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yuán héng xuàn hóng wĕi,  **ƒjwan graN gwen gewN ƒiwa 
*jiuAn ƒaN ƒiuEn ƒuN jiue 





húxìng yì huánghuá        **gaƒ graN riak gwaN grwaƒ 
                        *ƒuo ƒaN iQk ƒuAN ƒua 
ØÙYÔ×      ØÙ	Ô×Y

,$* 
huíhè héng huaíhàn        **gw´r gawk grwaN grw´r gan 
                        *ƒu´i ƒAk ƒuaN ƒuEi ƒAn 





yuăn yuè hé yúnxiá        **ƒjwan ƒjwat g´p ƒjw´n graƒ 
                        *jiuAn jiuAt ƒ´p jiu´n ƒa 











%â**g;*ƒ ]bã**r;*O ]è**ƒ;*j ]b #+,%+'*m
>Lù GuīmĕngI¢ I¢	O-.') 
qióngyīng qīngmíng shēng,  *giuQN /iaN kHiQN miuaN ßaN 
äüC,<g äü	C,<² 




xuánqiān xiān piān lián,  *ƒiuEn iuQn siQn pHiuQn liEn 


















?Ìp 630, m> 14, I×W«, 1960.4, 5 18², p.7230 
;-	Wt D²b#+%+'*D²m>Lù Guīmĕng®
<ðw1®< ðw1+-	 
xīkōng wéi róng yún,  *kHiEi kHuN iuIi iuoN jiu´n 






























\\;&'÷*?Ìp 630, m> 14, I×W«, 1960.4, 
5 18², p.7230 
















?Òp 247, nûü16, 5², p.2903	 
yuè chū duàn’àn kŏu  *NiuAt t˛HiuIt tuAn NAn kH´u 


























qiĕ dú yŭ fù yĭn  *tsHia duk io bi´u /iem 





























aÖn*Cóng Dōnglŏngfēng dòng sōng hū    







9gÛvÊ¯¡ Tīng dīngníng dìng jīng zhēngqù     












0SÔ*Wàng cāngmáng kuàngguăng huánglú   

























KvM lèxíngv yóuwéi `-.= chángrénðM hélĭ
`-.'*0 héyìªÓ gànshì%4 yōngyán%M yōngxíng&+
xiánxiéÍ shànshì! jìndéµþ xiūyèA zhīzhì zhīzhōng
w~ shàngwèix~ xiawèiD< tóngshēngDD tóngqì:Ó shuĭshī
&' huŏzào¬Ø yúnlóng( fēnghŭS· bĕntiánS bĕndìa~
wúwèiawúmín)#wùyònguzàitián*Îqiáncáng,wénmíng
0dàogé~!wèidé+xiéjí·tiánzéôpyĭnjiànM#xíngchéng
, xuéjù¯Û wènbiàn-d kuānjūåM rénxíngð! hédéð,
hémíngðhéxùðÇ.héjíxiōngg·xiāntiānF·hòutiān¥/ cúnwáng
0 désàngÀæ yúqìngÀ1 yúyāng/z zhínèi6æ fāngwàiC
tōnglĭdG jūtĭ;,	+D©Zi-.=?%©%%"
"#$%+'*IyZX5>5 27², pp.567-568 	h
#-	óôB%+'@*Ìw=L Shàngguān YíO4%
%+') 
	£Æ©Zi .'*`8	¤Z©-·:Ä tiāndì rìyuè `
³*'*` \	D©-Ð2 huāyè căoyá `³*'*` ]
	­3©-4455 xiāoxiāo hèhè `³*'*`	®<©-Ô6
¼ huánghuái lǜliŭ  `³*'*`	©-789: pánghuáng 
fàngkuàng `³*'*`£	®k©-ÆÇÜ chūnshù qiūchí `
³*'*½;r©©<ØÉYáng Jiāluò ZX
56>, W«, 1964.2, 5 21², pp.165-166 p.165 
;J©=ß Mèng Hàorán >Ýp?@AB>


















































































½;ptG<ØÉYáng Jiāluò ZX56>, W«, 1964.2, 
























Now in this old land of learning, China, the literary language hasxercised an 
immense influence on the educatedspoken language. Thousands upon thousands of 
once extinct words and phrases hav been reintroduced direct from the written language 
into the spoken language of the educated classes as literary and elegant loans, and we 















ffzõc_6 sìhăizhīnèi,jiē xiōngdì yĕ?G2c_-.'O
(.#N	1?³+ÙùU, K,%E*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Ja
m0Táoyuánjiéyì¢gLiú BèiIcGuān YŭîZhāng Fēi a-c
_h=mo>;)6yÕ0pK'ÌÑk Tángsēngqŭjīng
ÌÑ®i Xuánzàng  kÊ2%·j·k$*;*V3U,
ON,''-Ã]8$#;j .'*;,
@*{i$å"l-.'* 



























































 <²EL%,Å'+  EL%%*
$%4N L%'	,+*Iy`a9F0, p.35C





*D²u-mno5 9p5 8q, 1954.10, pp.8-12 pÏB**F
























Y?UF&;AZ-	5L1[1K2"W;A;?\*A Roman City in Ancient 
Chine+,London, China Society, 19575L]&6^&<5L)
 
(4) =)_`Z, 	
, 1963.7, p.31   






< < < < < tīng Yĭngshī tán qín< < <  *tHiEN iuQN ßiIi dAn giem 
	















































































































































































































shī yī lèi pāngpāng  *˛iIp /i´i liuIi pHuAN pHuAN 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































< < *A)^F &a 7A*-=+, A.



























<  2 !%67*d=&+, rf"Xgh, 1984.8, *c&+, 














.&Xgh, 2002, p.178+5L 










































píngzè bùjiĕ yā biaN tßiek pi´u kQi /iQp 
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19<$o*k+*d^F@a29A+, h, 1974.12, p.225-227
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,ec"	F 

























































































































*;A 25+, &5)*h, 1986.2, 756p. pp.78-79(j 

















































































































NMéi YáochénA&;$Yàn Shū *7p 991-1055+"-"Rµ&












































A{o=+, 	\, 1962.8, pp.81-83"§,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1ec"2C
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f6g.3Guō MàoqiànX*;A&+, ;p%, 1979.11, A 38k=
  
    
402 太田 斎
402 
±}²& 1, p.556$ÆHuáng JiéA^YX&A, {.&Xgh, 1958.3, p.34i
4) ,&]"¬?*;A 25+, &5)*h, 1986.2, 756p.
pp.101-102ideZo c*?^6@a 15A+, b, 1964.12, pp.469-471if
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13.X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"P,d7!*d 12A+, D-µXgh, 1988.8, 







<  < Å 
   
     
#&Ì:®Cóng Dōnglŏngfēng dòng sōng hū< <   






*i"X'+' Tīng dīngníng dìng jīng zhēngqù<     















WEXWàng cāngmáng kuàngguăng huánglú   





6 què qiáofū                                




Fyù yúfù< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <  
  y y fu                                          5.aS 
  "F 
!-Í*Íi"'5+"Tdì zhījī xiéwù  








¼(Y*i"'j+6^Biàn pánxuán qiānzhuăn qiánhú  




' Kàn hánshān wăn guān tāndù < < <   
























ºC*ºCi"'º+Zhĭ shì Zhì&Shī&Shū                




$%6VBYŏu chóu jiŭ jiù jŭ                   






($h&*h&i"''&+(h)Pán huān huān wán bàn huānyú< <  








8<*8<i"'<+b yínyīn yĭnzú                           




















5~ jĭyì wēishū< < < < < < < < < < < < < <  








H]l*li"'`+aDátā jiāqù< < < < < < < < < < < < <  







>*!*!i"'+Jiànxiān zhānlù< < < < < < < < < < <  






















.v8/10#Cái zài guàiwāiyá āibù 









91*""#]'9#+7#D2Móguò duōguò héqú 








¾":CHYĕshē xiégé zhè xiēshū< < < < <  









IUA3Chényín línyīn zŭ< < < < < < < < <  





-Î4	Gāntàn dàntán rú< < < < < < < < <  
  kam tHam tam tHam Ziu                        18.i2 
< -,4	1Î & 
5;E{¨xChèn cūnmén rén wèn qŭ< < < < <  







¾"F   8479 


















WF3rJWàng Xiāngjiāng găngshàng chánglú 





:e4:Lŏng sōngyōngdòng héngpū< < < <   





¶;]C$Shì cí cĭ shì ĕr zhī jū< < < < < < <  










^ SXiăoqiáo xiào lăofū<                 






R[+Xíng lĭng dēngtú< < < < < < < < < < <  





cr(<=*<=idX¥UÇ'>+$Xià āotū xiá yā chá yáshù 











?1,/QMài chányá cèjiē wāilù< < < < < <  








¾Ï@ÐC::Yĕ jiē qié jiē jiēxié pū< < < <  













Z«\#D]ABKàn guān huán tān dàn màn wān gū 







*"'ZG«oCD·nKàn wăn guān yuán lànmàn wān gū 











;  F#$   8479 
<=F%&.'()*   8479 
















zDúwù dŭ gŭdù hútū< < < < < < <   





	pp;Wú bùrú dúshū Dù Fŭ              
  u pu Ziu tu Siu tu fu                             5.aS 
< 	< 1p;"h& 
^*i"'"+SJ * i"'H+QXiăo dàodào lăodàoqiáo kū 







6INàhuá nàhuá jiàlŭ 














JKLM*Mi"'#+*Dàngjiăng huāngmáng xiàngrángdàng sù 













'	N¹Oàntán tān dàn dānfū< < < < < < < <  











PQ7*7i"'E+bc,WWēi suìwĕi fĕicuì yí tú< < < < < <  











R><**<*i"'*3+#XYán yānjiàn liánxiān yānchū< < <  







































^WX;*;i"I]+Y®Xiăoniăoquè gāocháo shāo zàohū 








e9e-*9e-i"'Z[+=5uQí yìqí jí xĭ bì qí qū 







Wūsūtŭ kū hú gŭdù 







@4]L*]Li"']R+ WLán căndàn ān kān kān tú 










ZZG*ZZGi"'ZGS+R']*]i"'+3Kànkan wăn cánshān màn zŭ 








LL^WM..Mángmáng măngwàng ráng huāngfú  










*"'WL^_M.`Wàng máng măng liáng ráng huāngwú 








^WF\]   8479 




















ds%:Ìe&GLŏngdōng hònggōng chōng sōng dòng mĕngfēng dú 










N]*"]cNKC½²+/Zìzī ĕr sī cĭ shīfù 






t«ff*fi"'0+'$	lánguān zàn ăn àn cān wù 








X]0g*gidXÇ'hi"'u+$Nàjiā tā băjiābā jū 








¾$VghChōu shŏu jiù chóuchú< < < < < < < <  







QnCáihuá gāi zài gū< < < < < < < < < <    













i<J;E¡Mènhūn bèn cūnmén qù< < < < < < <  





















i<Fst   8479 
 













($uA*Ai"'+ÕQPán huán tuăn pàn luánduān lù< < <  














S9kB*"C&]"l+SJiàn yíge ràodào diāosāo lăofū 






V9l'1NmcnChuān yìlĭng xiùtou lòu zhŏu jiù chóufú 







e9o¼<%QpRQí yìpĭ biànbiān shān jiăn yān lǘ 










1RO3Qīngxíng tíng xĭng jīngzhēng mù<   





m&r*ri"'q+«+Yĭlĭ jí míshī jì tú          











7CDE#7#3*#7#3idXÇ'"r's#73+Duōyīn shì mōpō cuòguo 
duō guòzŭ 

















  tSHuN kHiuN fuN tsHuN muN tuN                    1.# 
< &t&&"eÌ & 
vUAh:Qín yín línyīn yìnshū< < < < < < <  












lFv4“wx”.yz`{|}9~*:   8479 























eHyzzKSHÒ3¨xNà sī’ér nà guā nàtă yào zhè lăo’ér jìn shēn pínwèn qŭ<  












eH{pNà sī’ér gù tú búgù dū húqù 













SH+l33{|Nà lăo’ér qiàn qiānlián jiăn zhānniān xù  












 2  2
 - 
eH}\P*\PidXÇ'~P\+ZNà sī’ér jiān chán huán wán lăn dàn yŭ 



















4VS*i"'H+oChán mián zhuăn jiàn xián tiān mù< < < <  








eHb½)*)i"';+º¶Nà sī’ér shĭ shĭ zī(>cí?) zhī zhĭ shì< < < < <  











SH-5zhè lăo’ér jì zhī xĭ jĭ méi shū< < < < <  











zF>0   8479  (2) 
+l33Fyz?   8479   
{|F0   8479 
{|2F
j/k5M	583 















UWE-^*^i"'^H+kNĭ wàng nà căoqiáo ăo xiăodào rào<   










%lXQīng língpíng zhèng jìng chū              






;NHE2W'>[Nàli yŏu yŭ yú qúchù yū xūtŭ< < <  








G·(#SR'GChàn jiānnàn jiànwān chán hántān făn’àn cánshān wăn 








ZÂa*aiBM'³Çr'/+SzIQ`G.Zhù kŭ chŭ wù móhu gŭmù kūwú 
dúhŭ fú 













._E^?!Huāngliáng cāngmăng yángcháng qŭ< <  





hp@ABHēiníbì tuí cuī fèi yì 









N*,'ci#"+Hbd^Zá xià wā dá să shā hú< < < < < < <  










HE2WF£¤¥¦   8479 





















Z4pGăn zán lán dàn àn 






Ò{#*#i"'5+Jìnrén yún chèn zhú 






;N3*>t*>ti"'5(+{bNăli yŏu liánxiān jiàn qiàn (jiānjiàn) zhān qiān zú 



















:Hmi"'Diē xié xiē kè chēzhē shĕ 













vq_Zài guăi āi huái zhăi ăiwū 






¿W*dXÇI+&:#¡Wùliáng wàng hōng fēng sōng méng lŏng cóng 
dōng qù 
  u liaN vaN xuN fuN siuN muN luN tsHuN tuN kHiu          1.# 
*"'¿UW&:4#¡Wùliáng nĭ wàng nà fuN siuN hénglĭng cóng dōng qù 









<*<idXÇ'>+0gu*dXÇIu+]Xb0Nà chá yá jiābābā 
tājiā dă huŏ 
  na tSHa ia kia pa pa tHa kia ta xuo                     13.X 
*"'<0g]Xb0Chà chá yá jiā bā tājiā dăhuŏ 










*i"'I++M	N6m*idXÇ'"r'B+Xiū yōuchóu kòu 
liŭ yóu yŏu jiŭ tóu hú 

























p.129.  cf. =ÁÂ
AÃI 


















eHQ-TN*Ni"'¢+Nà sī’ér bĕnfèn chŭn dùn chún 



















'+Nà lăo’ér bié yĕ chĕ zhè kŭ< < <  













#GU.*.i"'+Tīng chēng míngxìng dīngníng sù    








LV*I¡W*Zé xiàng nà jù lǚ wú yú qùchŭ sù 






























(20) Y¥_ush 1988.3 pp.480-482< d6ecji 
fŭliáo néng wăngjià, *piuo liEu n´N /iuAN ka 
X¦x§pi X¦< x§p	/4& 




luòrì chíshàng zhuó lAk iIt ÍiI d¸iAN t˛iAk 
¡r©i ¡r",©	/4 





chúrén jù jīshŭ, Íiuo iIn giuo kiEi ˛io 
ª{É«9i ª{< «91ÉT& 
zhìzĭ zhāi yángméi. ˇiIi tsi ˇQk iAN mu´i 
q<ÇtP q<tP1Ç 
shuí dào Shàngōng zuì d¸iuIi dAu ßQn kuN tsiuIi 
R'Åui R'Åu-  










































































































































































































< < *9#)pa@&, 	

































































































































, 1929.7, p.257 (
 
(22) 9ÉWáng ĀnshíGWănchūnd6 jF 
chūn cán yè mì huā zhī shăo, *t˛HiuIn dzAn iQp miuet xua t˛iI ˛iQu 
< R1Ô9^Vi Rj,1Ô" ,9^"V5 & 
shuìqĭ chá duō jiŭ zhăn shū. d¸iuI kHi Ía tA tsi´u tßQn ßio 
?u176º: ?jju3/417 ,6º:  
shuìqĭ chá qīn jiŭ zhăn shū. d¸iuI kHi Ía tsHiIn tsi´u tßQn ßio 
*?u1A6º: ?jju3/41A
!
 ,6º: + 
xié yĭ píngfēng săo shŏu zuò, zia /ie piQN piuN sAu ˛i´u dzuA 
:2&$i :0"&"2j,$13,t4& 
măn zān huáfà yìchuáng shū  muAn ts´m ƒua piuAt /iIt dΩiAN ˛io 
-»pn98 -»pn< 98 


















iF&p)* ¾kFn¿¿ Lù BīnliángiF&Xgh, 1992.6, A 576*9É 39+
p.6778i[% Liú Năichāng&=À Gāo Hóngkuí9Ék7o, '-µXgh, 
1992.12, p.180-181 $% 
(23) p;S>@$=d6 "5,-
F 
yáoluò shēnzhī SòngYù bēi< <  *iQu lAk ˛iIm ˇiI suoN Niuok piuei 










fēngliú rúyă yì wúshī           piuN li´u iuo Na iQk Nuo ßiIi 













chàngwàng qiānqiū yì să lèi      ˇHiAN miuAN tsHiEn tsHi´u /iIt ßQi liuIi 









xiāotiáo yìdài bù tóngshí        siEu diEu i d´i pi´u duN d¸i 









jiāngshān gùzhái kōng wénzăo   koN ßQn kuo Íak miu´n tsAu 











yúnyŭ huāngtái qĭ mèngsī       jiu´n jiuo XuAN d´i kHi´i miuN si 











zuì shì Chŭgōng jù mĭnmiè      tsuAi d¸iI tßHio kiuo miIn miuQt 













zhōurén zhĭdiăn dào jīn yí       t˛i´u iIn t˛iIi tiEm tAu kiem Ni 
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